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THE STUDENT NEWSPAPER SE_RVIN6 UCF SlNCE 1968 
D · 1·' • ec._ mi 
UCF offers residents education, opportunity 
ALEXI HOWK 
STAFF WRITER 
w. hen Edwina Harris moved to Tangelo Park, he never imagined her 
· new neighborhood would 
fulfill her dream of going to 
college. 
Ten years ago, - most 
children in Tangelo Park did-
n't grow up expecting to 
become doctors and 
provided no financial 
support to help students 
afford _a college educa-
tion. 
"I never thought I 
would be able to go to col-
lege because my parents 
couldn't afford it,'' said 
Harris. "I saw myself 
working in some low-
wage job doing some-
thing I didn't want to do." 
lawyers; high school stu- _ JoE KALErrA t CFF 
dents weren't applying to Nine centers provide daycare for 2- and 3-year-old Tangelo Park residents. 
But during her 
freshman year of high 
school, Harris received 
astonishing news from colleges, many weren't even 
finishing high school. 
Harris was like many students who lived in the 
impoverished urban community behind International 
Drive-surviving in a neighborhood ch_aracterized by 
drug problems, poor school attendance, declining test 
scores and a high dropout rate. 
It was a community that offered its students little 
hope or encouragement to pursue higher schooling and 
her high school guidance 
counselor. 
The B student, who had no intentions of ever attend-
ing college, was offered the privilege to attend any univer-
sity, community college or vocational school in the state 
for free, tJl,rough a scholarship program created_ exclu-
sively for Tangelo Park students almost 10 years earlier. 
Today; Harris, who is majoring in social work, is one 
PLEASE SEE Three oN 4 









Debate over vice presiden-
tial duties remains unresolved 
and currently is aflame -
amongst UCF's Student 
Government Association offi-: 
cials. 
A const_itutional amend-
ment lias SGA officials dis-
agreeing on its effects on SGA, 
students and debate given to 
the measure. 
Supporters of the amend-: 
ment argue th_e measure will 
create a more effective SGA 
that mirrors the U.S. national 
structure and simultaneously 
increases students' involve-
ment with SGA. 
Opponents of the amend::. 
ment argue the opposite. 
In SGA's current layout, 
two vice presidents exist. The 
student vice body president 
oversees SGA'S Senate, breaks 
Senate's tie vote and is the 
president's successor. The 
executive vice-president 
directs executive affairs. 
SGA Senator Tyler 
Van Voorhees is a member of 
the legislative, judicial and 
rules committee that reviews 
measures regarding SGA's 
Constitution and rules. 
Van Voorhees said duties of 
the student body vice president 
violate the separation of power 
concept found in government. 
Brian Battles, SGA's exec-
utive vice president, supports 
the amendment but said. the 
student body vice president 
has no real ties to the execu-
tive branch besides being the 
first in presidential succes-
sion. 
Another issue SGA offi-
PLEASE SEE Pena oN 3 




In the past, students have 
not always been satisfa~d with 
entertainment brought on cam-
pus. However, UCF's Campus 
Activities Board is hard at work, 
trying to create activities that 
Campus Activities Board: Funds will 
sufficiently serve student populqtion 
the sum is divided , between 
CAB's eleven committees. In 
addition, an event like a concert, 
costs an extremely large 
amount of money, even if it may 
not be what students consider to 
be a popular act. 
INSIDE 
will please the student popula-
tion. · 
CAB's approximate budget 
for this year is $640,000. 
ROTC gaining popularity at UCF 
Since Sept. 11. UCF's ROTC program enrollment is up from 
13,900 last year to 17.395 this year. 
-LIFESTYLES, 14 
Kimberly Browne, Student 
Director of CAB, said that 
though this number seems lar_ge, 
it is important to keep in mind 
"I do not think they are 
doing a good job. · I am sure they 
Little guy, big leg 
Freshman kicker Matt Prater was 
a highlight of the Penn State game. 
-SPORTS, 10 
Index: 
Wall Street Journal . . . . . . 6 
Editorials . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
From the Sports Desk . . . . . 13 
News of the Weird . . . . . . . 16 
try hard, but people want to see 
A-list acts. For the amount of 
money they have, we should get 
a performer who had a hit in the 
past iive years," said UCF stu-
dent Eon Green. 
As for differences from past 
PLEASE SEE Homecoming ON 2 
UCF FACT 
An Alumni Center. costing 
$5.75 million dollars is 
slated for construction and 
will be completed by 2005. 
2 •News 
Homecoming 
Week is largest 
of student events 





should get a 
·performer 
who had a hit 
In the past 
five years •. 
years, the budget has actually 
stayed .mostly consistent with 
last year's budget. Some com-
mittees' budgets have 
increased, . while . others have 
minimally decreased. The 
majority of committees have 
experienced a slight increase 
in the budget for this year. 
. Browne said the budget is 
sufficient to serve the campus 
population. 
"I have to say, students 
will see a lot of activities that 
will be very enjoyable," she 
said. "We can do a lot with the 
money we have, but as 
~always, there are limitations 
r~lated to monetary issues." 
"Of course with more 
money we could bring more 
people or bigger names, but in 
all honesty, there are a lot of 
really cool things we can 
bring that are just as enjoy-
able," she said. - · 
Compared with the cam~ 
pus activities of neighboring 
universities such as the 
University of Florida and 
Florida State University, it is 
evident that UCF's activity 
budget is comparable to 
theirs. However, other schools 
divide iheir budgets among 
activities differently. 
Said Beth Waltrip, assis-
tant director of student activi-
ties at UF: " Our major con-
certs and homecoming events, 
including the Miss Florida 
pageant, are sponsored by 
other organizations. I can tell 
you the Student Government 
Productions . get about 
·$350,000 and sponsored 1.5 
concerts last year." 
She added, "We issue per-
mits to student organizations 
for events, and we issued 
1,700 pe;rmits last year." · · 
Last year, the budget for 
the Office of Student 
Activities at UF was $150,00, 
not including staff salaries or 
overhead. ! 
. F:_SU does not hold big 
events ·on campus. Instead, 
the Student Activities ·Office 
funds smaller places on cam-
pus to hold events. 
Chris Roby, Director of 
Student Activities at FSU, 
said la~t year about $184,000 
was allocated to concerts, 
$85,000-to entertainment and 
$70,000 to production costs. 
Campus nightciubs such as 
the Club Down Under were 
allocated $69,000 for pro-
grams and $41,000 for pro-
duction. 
Like UCF, FSU's Student 
Activities Office sponsors 
their homecoming celebration 
Pow Wow, and the budget for 
last year's homecoming was 
$65,000, said Roby. 
"We generally get smaller 
venues to come tO campus," 
he said. "Unfortunately we 
don't have the facilities to 
hold any big name acts on 
campus". 
He added, "What we 
sometimes do when a big 
name act comes into town, we 
subsidize the ticket prfoe so 
more students can attend. For 
instance, last year -Incubus 
came and the tickets were 
$25, so we subsidized and the 
price for students was $15." 
All of this year's events at 
UCF have not been finalized 
yet. 
Said' Browne: "We will be 
continuing our traditions. Of 
course Homecoming will be 
big this year." 
Other entertainment for 
this year includes events like 
Tuesday Knight Live. Also, 
bringing a bigger name come-
dian onto campus this year is 
in the works. 
A new program has been 
set up, which will take place 
on the south patio on 
Wednesday afternoons. 
Novelty acts will be set up and 
differ each week. Examples of 
activities that will take place 
are airbrush tattoos and video 
. buttons.. Entertainment pro- " 
grams such as Diva Invasion, 
Thursday Knight Jives and 
Mr. and Miss UCF will be con~ 
tinued. 
The Avante Guarde 
series of faculty and staff lec-
tures wili also continue, ·and 
include guest speakers. An 
interactive movie series is 
also being planned.· Rocky 
Horror is one of the interac-
tive moVies that is being seri-
ously considered. · 
Though students want to 
&ee bigger names on campus, 
CAB prefers to bring more 
events instead of a few that 
are highly · costly, said . 
Browne. 
"Well of course everyone 
loves the concerts and big 
.names, but they cost a lot to 
do," she said. "Most of us-feel 
that it's better to do some 
smaller acts that cover a 
broad spectrum and please a 
large · number . of people 
instead of one big act that not 
everyone would enjoy". . 
The most expensive 
events (ire big con.certs, come- · 
dians and lecturers. Movies 
and novelty acts are the 
cheapest'. However, movies 
can get expensive, because in 
order to view them, CAB must . 
obtain a viewer license. The 
cost for that can range, from 





ANNOUNCING NEW CLASSES & LOCATJONS FOR 
GRE, GMAT AND LSAT TEST PREPARATION 
GRE Test Preparati-on Course 
8-week Test Review Course - $350 
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
UCF Research Pavilion: September 1'0 - October .29~ 
UCF Brevard: September 1 o·- October 29 
4- week -rest Revi(iW Course - $250 
8 a.m.- noon -
UCF Research Pavilion: November 2 - November 23 
GMAT Test Preparation Cour~e 
8-week Test Review Course - $350 . 
6 p.m; to 9 p.m. . 
UCF Research Pavilion: September 9 - October 28 -
4- week Test Review Course - $250 
8 a.m.- noon 
UCF Research Pavilion: November 2 - November 23 
LSAT Test Preparation Cours~ (New!) 
4-week Test Review Course - $299 
6 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
UCF Research Pavilion: Sept 10 - October 1 
To register, visit our website at www.dce.ucf.edu 
Or, call (407) 882-0260 for additional information. 
... t>ve.r 70% (If Mt c.Mes uf · 
~e.nin~'1C.'7C.c.Arl ~isi~se in 
cutte1e stu~ents_ ~rt _ 
· VA-c.c.ine.-?re.VentA-P~e. 
Student Health Services will be 
holding ~n open house for you to · 
receive your meningitis vaccine. 
·.. .r. -. . 
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Pella.calls two vice-president structure inefficient 
FROM PAGE 1 
cials address is the similarities 
and dissimilarities of SGA's 
structure when compared to 
national bodies. 
SGA' s current Student 
Body Vice President Brian 
Kirlew said SGA's structure 
already resembles the national 
system in that the U.S. vice 
president is Senate's- ·presi-
dent.. 
Having a president and one 
vice president is t-he makeup 
students are more familiar 
with, said SGA Senator Oren 
Falkowitz. 
Falkowitz is chair of 
Senate's LJR committee that -
reviewed and passed the 
amendment into Senate. 
"Changing our system to 
model that a little bit would 
franch_ise th·e student voters to 
feel like they understand what 
is going on," said Falkowitz. 
Decreasing the number of 
elected SGA officials locks 
qualified students out of run-
ning for office, said Kirlew. 
Another issue contested 
among SGA Senate officials is 
the impact on SGA' s effective-
ness. 
The amendment proposes 
that one vice president assume 
the responsibilities of the exec-
utive vice president and a 
Senate elected leader assume 
those of the student body vice 
president. 
Kirlew said by having one 
vice president, tbe executive 
branch would be limited in its 
endeavors. One vice president 
focuses on the legalities of 
Senate's actions and the other 
focuses on executive affairs. 
Student body president 
Marco Pefia has not taken 1a 
firm ·stance on the amendment 
but said two vice presidents 
can be inefficient, but not nee".' 
essarily bad. 
Senate debated the amend-
ment for the first time on Aug. 
22. It has been scheduled for its 
final vote Sept. 5. 
- "Something concerns me 
about_ trying to change a 
Constitution that affects 39,000 
students when you don't have 
thorough debate on it," said 
KirleW. 
Van Vo.orhees said the 
measure is still being debated 
in Senate. 
Controversy over vice 
presidential 4uties began with 
the creation of a second vice 
president, the executive vice 
president, in 1998. 
This amendment would 
allow the vice president to 
break a tied vote in- Senate. In 
past efforts to change the vice 
presidential · structure, this 
ability was not. included. 
Three failed attempts by 
past Senates have been made 
to end the student body vice 
president's ability to chair 
Senate meetings. 
The most recent attempt 
occurred in 2001 when stu-
dents passed a measure creat-
ing a Senate elected leader and 
downsizing to one vice presi-
dent. 
Thomas Huddleston, vice 
president of Student 
Development and Enrollment . 
Services, who serves as the 
·chief of student affairs officer, 
vetoed this measure. 
Huddleston vetoed a simi-
lar measure in October-1999, a 
measure that called for a 
Senate president. 
The June 1999 proposal 
sought to end_ the student body 
vice president's duty of chair-
ing Senate meetings and break-
ing a tie vote in Senate. 
Huddleston vetoed the 
June measure and in a memo to 
SGA officials said it was unac-
ceptable and inappropriate for 
either vice president not to pre-
side over SGA's Senate. 
If Pena signs the constitu-
tional amendment, students 
will vote on the measure in 
SGA's October elections. 
International sounds American pop star 
won't be hitching 
Russian space ride 
Ryan Browne plays the bass guitar with his band Yambo in front of the Student Union. 
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planned to produce television 




MOSCOW -Fed up 
with the failure of pop 
star_ Lance Bass to pay a -
promised $20 million for 
a trip into space, Russia 
on Tuesday grounded the 
'N Sync singer's hopes 
to ride a Russian rocket 
to the International_ 
Space Station next 
month. 
Bass, 23, began cos-
monaut training in July 
at Russia's Star City out-
side Moscow for an 11-
day trip that was viewed 
,by NASA as a public rela-
tions shot in the arm and 
by the Russian space 
program as a sorely 
needed paychec~. 
But in recent weeks, 
contract negotiations 
between Bass' sponsors-
and the Russian govern-· 
ment broke down, and 
Russia became increas.:. · 
ingly vexed by a series of 
payment deadline exten-
sions that went ignored. 
Russian space offi-
cials said instea4 of 
Bass, they would send a 
cargo container with 
equipment needed on the 
space station. 
"His sponsors didn't 
fulfill the conditiops of 
the contract and we 
never received the 
money," said Sergei 
Gorbunov, spokesman for 
the Russian - Space 
Agency. 
Destiny Productions, 
a Los Angel~s-based 
entertainment company, 
had been trying to line 
up commercial sponsors 
to pay for the trip. At 
least one sponsor, Radio 
Shack, had signed on, 
and executives with 
Destiny said they were 
confident they could 
enlist more. 
Destiny Productions 
had planned to produce a 
television series called 
"Celebrity Mission: 
Lance Bass" that would 
chronicle his training 
and cover the Oct. 2 7 
launch. 
Bass, who harbored 
childhood dreams of- fly-
ing to space, touted the 
mission as an opportuni-
ty to inspire youth. He 
. also said he thought the 
trip would provide ample 
fodder for new songs. 
"No promises, but 
I'm pretty sure some-
thing will definitely be in 
my head," Bass · said last 
month . 
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Three Tangelo Park students 
attend UCF on scholarship 
FROM PAGE 1 
of three UCF students attend-
ing school on a scholarship pro-
vided by the Tangelo Park 
Program. 
UCF trustee finance.s 
model program 
The program, formed in 
1993 with the financial support 
of Harris Rosen-CEO of Rosen 
Hotels and Resorts, 'Inc. and a 
UCF trustee-provides early 
childcare programs, parent 
leadership training and post-
secondary educational opportu-
nities to' its citizens ~at no cost. 
These services are guaranteed 
as to Tangelo .Park citizens as 
long as their community exists. 
Rosen, the founder and 
treasrirer of the program and 
are finding it possible to earn a 
college degree and parents are 
taking a more active role in 
their' children's education and 
future. 
The College of Health and 
Public Affairs provides free 
healthcare services to the com-
munity members and tracks the 
· children in the program while 
the university'.s College of 
Education holds parent leader-
ship training classes and sends 
teaching intern.s to the Tangelo 
Park schools. 
Chuck Dziuban, a profes-
- sor and director of research at 
UCF's College of Education, 
acts as a liaison between the 
program and the university. 
"The nice thing about this 
program is that there is no 
bureaucracy associated with 
it," he said. "Nobody gets paid." 
Besides, the in-home cen-
ters that provide childcare for 
two and three-year-olds, 
Tangelo Park Elementary offers 
two pre-kindergarten programs 
to children before they enter 
kindergarten. 
"I think we're the only 
school in the county that has 
two pre-k programs since the 
state cut a lot of the programs," 
said Houle. 
Houle said the early learn-
ing programs have improved 
elementary education in the 
community tremendously. 
"I had one parent come 
back and tell me their second-
grade child was reading on a 
fifth-grade level because of the 
program," she said. , 
Many underprivileged fam-
ilies in other impoverished com-
munities often try t() take 
e have a lot of people who cheat to get in 
the program. They have a mother or.sister 
that lives out here and they try to use their 
relative's address t~ getinto the .program. 
also the owner of several hotels 
on International Drive, said he 
started the initiative because 
he wanted to give something 
back to his community. 
. "I've been working franti-
cally in the hotel business for 20 
years and I finally reached a 
point where I was ready to start 
giving back," he said. 
Rosen said he hopes 
Tangelo Park will serve as a 
model for the entire nation to 
follow-that companies, who 
have the financial resources. to 
implement similar programs, 
will do it in other communities 
with high crim~ and low socioe-
conomic conditions. 
"It's no.t a difficult pro-
gram-it can be replicated eas-
ily;" said Ros~n. "The problem 
is it's hard for a company to get 
involved when there's insuffi-
cient data on the costs and suc-
cess of the program. We really 
haven't sold Tangelo Park 
a:ggressiveiy to other communi-
ties. Once we can sell unequivo-
cal data to the success of the 
program, we'll do it." · 
UCF pushes early 
education in community 
Two colleges at UCF pro-
vide the community with. crucial 
services needed to-improve the 
quality of life of Tangelo Park 
residents. 
Through several services 
and programs implemented by 
the the College of Health and 
Public Affairs and the College of 
Education, children in Tangelo 
Park are receiving quality edu-
cation by the time they are two-
years-old, _high school students , 
-PATTI JO CHURCH-HOULE 
Supervisor of the Tangelo Park childcare program 
Mary Collins' calls the 
services that the program pro-
vides for Tangelo Park resi-
dents like herself and her great 
niece, invaluable. 
The 59-year-old has been a 
resident in the community for 
25 years and is raising her 5-
year-old great niece. 
She said: "I had to remove 
my niece from a bad situation in 
St. Petersburg. I was working 
and was within three years of 
retirement. I was worried I . 
might have to keep working to 
put my niece througil school. I 
thought I had nowhere to turn." 
Tangelo Park has nine 
home-based instructional day-
care centers licensed by the 
state of Florida. Each home has 
a maximum class size of six 
children· and is staffed by teach-
ers who are certified througil 
the Department of Children and 
Families. 
There are at · least 75 
Tangelo Park children who are 
enrolled in the in-home centers 
and io. the two local daycare 
centers. Teachers are paid $90 
per child through the program. 
"We didn't want the chil-
dren in institution-like facili-
ties," said Patti Jo Church-
Houle, supervisor of the 
Tangeio Park childcare pro-
gram.· "Homes provide more 
individual attention." 
.When· there is an overflow 
of c;hildren waiting to get into 
the program, Houle said the 
children are placed in two local 
daycare centers free of charge 
until space opens up in the in-
home centers. 
"We don't believe, in wait-
ing lists," said Houle. 
advantage of the program that 
is solely offered to Tangelo 
Park's families, said Houle. 
"We have a lot of people 
who cheat to try to get in the 
program," she said. "They have 
a mother or sister that lives out 
here, and they try to use their 
relative's address to get into the 
program." 
Poor students deserve 
college education, too 
Through the program, higil 
school ·graduates who earn at 
least a C average are entitled to 
the commu.nity' s scholarship 
program. 
The scholarship program 
acts as a: safety net for Tangelo 
Park · students-covering what-
ever costs, students cannot pay 
after they've received financial 
aid and other scholarships. 
A Tangelo scholarship cov-
ers full tuition, books, meals 
and living expenses for an 
entire four-year college educa-
tion at any Florida state univer-
sity; community college or voca-
tional training school. , 
Students remain eligible 
for the scholarship as long as 
· they are in good academic 
standing with the university 
and their parents maintain a 
residence in Tangelo Park. 
Juanita Reed, a counselor 
at Dr. Phillips High School, 
counsels students throughout 
their college careers. She said 
students in the program have 
gone on to law school, ha~e 
become teachers, joined, the 
military and have started their 
. own businesses. 
"A lot of these kids have 
known about this program 
since elementary school," she 
said. "They now come into higil 
school with . predetermined 
goals. About 98 percent of our 
Tangelo graduates take advan-
tage of the scholarship." , 
Eric Saxon, a UCF senior, 
receives · a partial scholarship 
through. the program. Saxon 
earned a Florida Bright 
Futures scholarship that pays 
for his tuition, and uses the 
Tangelo Park scholarship , to 
pay for his books. The senior is 
double majori:Ilg in English and 
Spanish. 
"I know a lot of kids who 
wouldn't have gone to college if 
this program didn't exist," said 
Saxon. 
Classes teach parents about 
school system, homework 
Collins said the program 
has given young parents and 
families an incentive to move 
into the community. 
"Young people are buying 
houses and fixing them up nice-
ly; and I think in the next 10 
years, this will become a totally 
different area," she said. 
Shelia Smalley; a former 
principal and a retired UCF 
associate professor of excep-
tional education, has seen 
Tangelo Park parents become 
more involved in their chil-
dren's education through the 
College of Education's parent 
training programs. 
Smalley; who helped initi-
ate the parent leadership pro-
gram, said the program ·has 
several purposes. . 
The six-session program 
trains parents to teach their 
children leadership skills at 
home and urges parents to 
show their children how to com-
municate with people outside of 
their race and community. 
Several sessions focus on . 
teaching parents how to help 
their children with homework 
and pushes parents to commu-
nicate their children's need to 
their teachers. Through the 
program, parents gain a better 
understancfulg about the school 
system and their children's cur-
riculum. 
Smalley .said at first there 
was little parent participation 
in the program but parent 
interest is slowly growing. 
_"Out of 983 homes in 
Tangelo, we've only hit a frac-
tion of those homes," she saitl. 
"I would like to have larger 
numbers of parents getting 
involved." 
Six parents who went 
though the parent leadership 
programs are now trained to 
teach parent leadership pro-
grams, Smalley said. These six 
parents have taught one class 
in Tangelo Park and two class-
es in other poor communities 
·like Parramore, in an effort · to 
help parents in other communi-
ties. 
"My goal is to really meet 
the needs of all parents and to 
keep the program going," 
Smalley said. "I want to build 
an infrastructlire in the. com-
.munity so parents will b_e able 
to take over the program, if for 
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AMERICA'S BEST . FINANCE OFFER 
I 
MEETS 
-AMERICA'S BEST WARRANTY. 
. -
ONLY SUZUKI OFFERS 
0% APR UP TO 5 YEAR-5 
. & so -DOWN PAYMENT. 
ON ALL 2002 & 2003 MODELS 
A 
0% APR financing on all new 2002/2003 Suzukis on approved credit. 0% APR 
for 60 months, monthly payment of $16.67 per $1,000 financed. $0 down payment! 
exceP,t payment of government fees required at purchase. Not all buyers wil 
qualify. Offer ends August 31, 2002. See participating dealers for details. 
-
ERICA'S-BE Fl A CE f FER 
$ D 1? 
2002 AERIO SX 
141 horsepower, A/C, 6 speaker in-dash CD, power windows/locks/mirrors, 
keyle~s remote entry, cruise control 514,999 MSRP** 
E s ERIC 'S BEST TY 
.. 
ILE./7- i R TY 
2002 XL-7 PLUS 
1 S3 horsepowerV6, third row seating, front and rear A/C, in-dash CD, power 
windows/locks/mirrors, ke~less remote entry 521,619 MSRP** 
MOVE l'ASft 'THIS EVENT ENOS AUGUST 31, .200.2 
1-877-MY-SUZUKI 
XL-7 GRAND VITARA VITARA 4-DR VITARA 2-DR AERIO SX AERIO SEDAN 
* Buy any 2002/2003 Suzuki and receive a fully-transferable, $0 deductible, 100,000-milefi-year powertrain limited warranty, backed by American Suzuki Motor Corporation. No charge for parts or labor 
for a defect in materials or workmanship. Does not cover normal wear and tear, maintenance, or improper use. For complete details see our warranty at a dealer near you. Effective August 1st. 
**2WD manual transmission models_. MSRPs include freight and do not· include government fees and taxes, finance charges and document-preparation charges. 
SUVs handle differently from ordinary passenger cars. Federal law cautions to avoJd sharp turns and abrupt maneuvers. Always wear your seatbelt. For specific details, please 
read your owner's manual. ©2002 American Suzuki Motor Corporation. · 
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What's News~ Matchm,aking 10.1 
In Business and Finance 
Consumer Spending 
Remains Stro11:g 
Even though wavering U.S. 
stock and job markets gave con-
sumers the jitters during the sum-
mer, they kept spending freely on 
cars and housing, and a new con-
sumer-spending index produced by 
Deloitte Research helps to explain 
why. 
Carl Steidtmann, Deloitte's 
chief economist, says economists 
spend too much time watching 
monthly consumer-confidence 
measures~ which have recently 
slipped-to try to gauge the outlook 
for spending. The more important 
indicator of the outlook for spend-
ing, he says, is long-term trends in 
the actual cash going into and out 
of people's pocketbooks. His index 
of cash flow is pointing up-thanks 
to factors such as tax cuts, wage 
gains and increases in home 
prices-suggesting that spending 
could strengthen, at least for the 
next few months. "Consumers are 
wallowing in cash," says Mr .. Stei-
dtmann. 
Data released Friday under-
scored this argument. The Univer-
sity of Michigan said its monthly 
index of consumer confidence fell 
in August to 87.6 from 88.1 in July. 
But consumer spending picked up 
after slowing down during the 
spring. In July, consumption rose 
1% from the previous month, the 
Commerce Department said, 
largely because of car purchases 
backed by 0% financing deals. 
Credit Card Firms. 
Target Campuses 
College students are using plas-
tic to pay for more uf their pur-
chases. In all last year, students 
used cash for just 42% of expendi-
tures, compared with 53% the pre-
vious year. Students now pay more 
of their bills with debit, credit or 
ATM cards or even their college 
IDs. 
A Card of Their Own 
~ Cofleges Try Computers 
To Pair Roommates, 
With Mixed Results 
College students who have a major 





Source: Student Monitor, Spring 2002 
survey 
The student market is a small 
part of the overall credit-card busi-
ness, but it's ·one of the few places 
where card issuers can find a fresh 
set of customers each year. Mar-
keting to students also allows 
lenders to build relationships with 
people who are likely to need auto 
loans, home mortgages and other 
financial services in the future. 
Music Downloads 
Taking Their Toll 
In more bad news for the music 
industry, a trade-group report 
shows that shipm·ents of recorded 
music are down so far this year, 
and consumers who are download-
ing music from the Internet aren't 
helping matters. 
, The Recording Industry Associ-
_ation of America, representing the 
five major music companies, re-
ports that manufacturers shipped 
398.1 million units of music prod-
ucts during the first six months of 
2002. That is down 10% from the 
same period last year. In all, about 
$5.53 billion of music was shipped 
at suggested list price, a 6. 7% drop 
from a year earlier. 
Along with its midyear statis-
tics, the RIAA also released a study 
it- said debunks "the theory that 
stealing music online is somehow 
good for the music business." The 
study found that consumers who 
· · say they are downloading more say 
By ELIZABETH BERNSTEIN 
L 
ike a lot of high-school sen-
iors choosing a college, Ash-
- ley Williams looked for 
strong academics, winning 
sports teams and a vibrant 
sorority scene. ~ut she lmf 
wanted one more thing to Wt 
clinch the deal: the perfect ~· 
roommate. • 
Turns out, the University of 
Tennessee at Chattanooga was 
ready to play matchmaker. 
The school now uses a sophisti-
cated computer program to 
team up freshmen, asking 
them to check off a long list of 
traits. (One item: Are you 
"good-looking?") "I just know she's 
going to be in my wedding some-
day," says Miss Williams about her 
new roommate. 
This fall, a surprisingly large 
number of colleges have spent some 
serious money trying to lure stu-
dents with the promise of an ideal 
roommate. From Brown to the Uni-
versity of Texas, schools have show-
ered students with detailed sur-
veys, created online meeting places 
or even allowed some kids to pick 
their ~ roommates. "We're look-
ing at this from a customer-service 
_perspective," says Denise Taylor, 
assistant vice president at Tulane in 
New Orleans. 
It's great news for anxious first-
year students, not to mention par-
ents worried about Junior getting 
paired with a tattoo-covered party 
animal. Still, some academics think 
the coddling is getting out of hand. 
Some schools are spending any-
where from $15,000-to $100,000 on the 
matchmaking-software programs 
alone, at a time when most budgets 
are pinched. · And then there are 
those who might ask: Isn't college 
about meeting people and new expe-
riences? 
As many as 1,500 colleges are 
now letting the computers sort it 
out. Washington State University, 
for example, uses software from an 
outfit called Cbord Group to mix and 
match students based on their an-
. • FtoS@!~fi~!~rk ~ 
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ff~ Above: Freshmen at Tulane 
" University in New Orleans were 
matched up !1fter answering a room-
mate questi-Onnaire. Left: Students at 
Brown University, which also u.ses 
surveys to assign roommates. 
swers to soul-searching ques-
tions like this: "What is your level of 
interest in having intellectual dis-
cussions with your-roommate?" 
The University of Texas is tak-
ing it a step further with its system, 
dubbed "The Profiler." Students go 
online to view lists of potential 
roomies who gave similar survey 
answers, then e-mail prospective 
roomies until they find someone 
they can live with. "We're putting 
the burden on the student to find 
their own rooomate," says Laurie 
Mackey, the university's interim 
housing director. 
. But sometimes the high-teen 
systems goof. College senior Robyn 
Smith remembers filling out a 
Please turn to Next Page 
In addition, more students who 
have credit cards are getting them 
before they set foot on campus. 
While campuses have always been 
prime territory for · credit-card 
marketers, many students are now 
getting targeted earlier. Forty-
eight· percent of college students 
with major credit cards in their 
own name got them before their 
freshman year, accordi~g to a 
spring 2002 survey by Student Mon-
itor, a market-research firm. 
That's up from'34% four years ear-
lier. 
they are purchasing less music "by 1--------- ----- -----------------'-----------
more than 2 to 1." 
Drought's Pain 
Is Still Building 
The U.S.' may be looking at the 
most expensive drought in its his-
tory, inflicting economic damage 
Please turn to Next Page 
What Yott "'" To Succeed 
Be successful in class and your career with The Wall Street Journal - in print and online. 
Subscribe today! Visit subscribe.wsj.com/s-tudent or call 1-800-975-8602 • 
• THE WALL STREET JOURNAL. 
WSJ Campus Edition Every Thursday! 
Unlimited breadsticks and unlimited 
drink refills when you dine. in. Affordable . 
pastas, pizzas, oven-baked sandwiches and 
salads. And yeah, we've got coffee. 
Let us cater your next sporting event, 
dub function or group activity. 
r-------------------~ 
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Need a Loan? Ignore Advice From School 
By ANNE MARIE CHA.KER 
L 
ike many colleges these 
·. days, the University of 
Texas at Austin has put to-
gether a list of "pref erred 
lenders" to guide students 
seeking student loans. No. 1 
on the list: Nellie Mae, a lender in 
Bramtree, Mass. 
But does Nellie Mae have the 
best deal around? Hardly. Anyone 
who i~ores the university's list can 
find far better packages, such as a 
$15,000 loan from Mohela, a non-
profit lender in St. Louis, that could 
save a student about $1,200 over the 
full term of the.loan compared with 
Nellie Mae. 
With families' college savings 
taking a hit in the stock-market 
slump, more students are seeking 
financial aid'. But the pref erred-
lender lists posted on many univer-
sities' Web sites often don't include 
anything close to the best deal. 
The univ.ersities say the listings 
are intended as a convenience to 
students, to help them choose a 
lender that offers superior service 
over the decadelong life of the typi- . 
cal undergraduate loan, and they 
don't claim to list the bestoargains. 
"But their criteria for picking the 
lenders are rriurky. Part of the rea-
son Nellie Mae landed on the Uni-
versity of Texas' list, says Larry 
Burt, . director of financial -aid, is 
that it gave his department free . 
software. He says he "thought it 
was appropriate. '1 
Financial-aid offices at the Uni-
. versity of Texas and the University 
of Cincinnati say that more than 
90% of students select lenders that 
appear on their lists. _ 
But a review of the lists nation-
wide shows that college-recom-
mended lenders rarely offer the 
best deals. Seeking loans from 
lenders not on the preferred · lists· 
can net big savings, from about 
$1,000 for a typical undergraduate . 
to more than $18,000 for a graduate 
student, according to Versura ·Inc. 
The company, a financial-aid con- · 
sultant, analyzed data at The Wall 
Street Journal's request using pub-
licly available figures. · 
Students ought to shop around, 
particularly for nonprofit lenders. 
Student loans are federally guaran-
teed and-carry the same rate, ini-
tially. Where there is some leeway 
is in discounts on the loans' interest 
rates and other expenses. 
Matchmaking 101 
Continued from. Previous Page 
freshman housing form and making 
it perfectly clear that she was an 
early riser, a serious student and 
not all that interested in sports. Her 
match? A "blonde slirfer girl from 
Jersey" who qmckly turned the 
dorm room into party central. 
Then there are the matches that 
are a· little too good. Freshman 
Laila Roozitalav was picked by a po-
tential roommate at Kennesaw 
State University in Georgia this 
summer via WebRoomz. But after 
finding out the potenti.al bunkmate 
went to her old high school, Miss 
Roozitalav told the girl she couldn't 
be her roommate because she 
wanted to "branch out" and meet 
new friends in college. "She hasn't 
talked to me since," she says. 
Sometimes students aren't hon-
est with their replies to all those 
housing forms. Some, afraid their 
parents might read the forms, lie 
about being a nonsmoker. And a 
considerable number of surveys-
up to 25% at some schools-are filled 
out by parents, who often don't 
know their kids as well as they think 
they do. When students arrive on 
campus, "you have lot of people who 
are smokers who weren't when they 
filled out the survey three months 
ago," says Dan Morrison, director 
of residence life at Georgia Institute 
of Technology in Atlanta. 
Flaws aside, colleges argue that 
the services cut down on roommate 
switches and permit a soft landing 
for incoming freshmen. The soft-
ware also tracks housing payments 
and room repairs. And it speeds up 
the entire process: It once· took the 
FREE! 
equivalent of one person working 
mote than three weeks to complete 
matches for 2,600 roommates at 
Washington State University's 
main campus in Pullman. Now the 
computer does the job in 18 min-
utes. The real bottom line, though, 
is tuition dollars. With colleges com---
peting hard for students, better 
matchmaking can be a potent re-
cruiting draw. 
But not · everyone is playing 
matchmaker. At Syracuse Univer-
sity, officials gave up on coordinat-
ing dorm-room bliss after conclud-
ing that arranged pairings didn't 
work any better than random ones, 
and they've cut their questionnaire 
down to just one issue. Says housing 
chief David Kohr: "We still try not 
to place smokers and nonsmokers 
together." 
MCAT Strategy and 
Admissions Event 
Date: Wednesday, September 11, 2002 
Time: 5:00pm 
Location: University of Central Florida 
Student Union, Room 3 l 6C 
Spaces are limited! 
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What's News-
In Business and Finance 
Continued from Previous Page 
far beyond the Farm Belt. 
While ' Congress, the Bush ad-
ministration and state and local 
governments are fielding requests 
for billions of doll~rs of drought aid 
to agriculture, all the bills haven't 
come in yet. Officials are closely 
watching a chain of rarely seen 
events, including rivers running 
d:c:y, disappearing ground water, 
and the conditions for a big forest 
fire along the East Coast. 
can write off the money on their 
tax returns, softening the financial 
blow. This year's crop of alleged fi-
nancial fabricators-including En-
ron Corp. and WorldCom Inc. -
likely will try to structure any set-
tlements so that they are tax de-
ductible under Internal Revenue 
Service rules. 
Tax experts say the IRS allows 
companies to write off any "ordi-
nary and necessary" expense. Set-
tling lawsuits long has been viewed 
as a cost of doing business-
whether they involve truck acci-
dents or highflying accounting 
schemes. 
There is bipartisan support in 
Congress for a drought council, 
which would become part of the 
Federal Emergency Management 
Agency, ·but Republicans and De-
mocrats differ sharply on how the- - Odds & Ends· 
first chunk of f eder.al aiQ. should be 
provided. 
Don Wilhite, director of the Na-
tional Drought Mitigation Center, a 
research unit at the University of 
Nebraska, says the drought is "per-
haps the most intense" in U.S. his-
tory. The total impact of the 
drought on the economy isn't 
known yet-the current record is a 
1988 drought that baked the Corn 
Belt, causing an estimated $40 bil-
lion of economic damage. 
Alleged Chicanery 
May ·Be Deductible 
The slew of companies caught 
red-handed in this year of corpo-
rate sleaze face potentially colossal 
legal claims, but they may enjoy 
pleasant reprieves next year-
huge tax breaks from Uncle Sam. • 
Corporations that pay large 
sums to atone for their sins usually 
Manufacturing · activity grew 
for the seventh straight month in 
August, though growth was slower 
than economists · expected. . .. 
Trucking company Consolidated 
Freightways Corp. said it would 
file . for Chapter 11 bankruptcy-
coutt protection and end most of its 
operations immediately, resulting 
in about 15,500 layoffs nationwide. 
By Jay Hershey 
1-jow to contact us: 
Campus Edition@wsj.com 
AT COLLEGEJOURNAL.COM 
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lessons in law 
T he time has come for the judicial system to begin training jurors. In light of confessions from 
jurors in several recent cases,-one 
who claimed she based her ruling on a 
haunting dream she had, another who 
admitted he was partially deaf in one hear 
and did not hear all the witness tes-ti-
monies and a handful of jur.ors who 
acknowledged they did not und~rstand the 
full range of decisions they could make 
when ru'iing on cases-it is imperative that 
courts begin training jurors to maintain a 
fair justice system in the country. 
The goal of training jurors is not to 
create professional jurors. Juries are, and 
should always be, composed of the defen-
dant's peers. · 
But jur.ors should be made aware of 
every option when deciding on a case. · 
Their decisions carry heavy consequences; 
the faie of defendants lies in juroi:s' hands. 
It makes sense for these decision-makers' 
to possess the knowledge to wisely deter-
mine what is just. · 
A tr~ining course-for the purpose of . 
familiarizing jurors with what type of trial 
they are hearing, what legal terms to 
expect and what the defendant's charges. 
imply-would inform jurors who may oth-
erwise never understand the complexities · 
of a certain case. 
The judicial system is far. too intricate, 
and at times, c.onvoluted for courts.. to 
expect untrained jurors to understand all 
the complexities of cases that deal with 
issues like corporate crime, piracy affd 
medical malpractice. 
If it were your fate the jury was decid-
. ing, you would want those jurors to know 
everything they could-"about the case and 
the judicial system. You would not want to 
lose y9ur freedom because jurors did not 
understand their choices. 
OUR STANCE: 
Integrity of America as . 
i~portant as national safety , 
I 
magine getting arrested, thrown into 
prison, losing your freedom, being · 
denied access to your faniily, simply 
because your heritage makes you s.us-
picious. In the past year, at least 752 Arab-
Americans have endured this treatment. 
Since the terrorist attacks our country 
suffered nearly a year ago, the American 
public has turned .a blind eye to the govern-
ment's treatment of American citizens; 
Arab-Americans in particular. 
'.fhe government unlawfully detained 
hundreds of Arab-Americans in the wake1 of 
Sept. 11. Most of these people, many of 
whom the government never charged with a 
crime, lost their freedom without ever 
receiving a fair or public trial. --
Now, the judicial system has finally 
begun to reverse some of the wrongs com-
mitted by the government in the name of 
natio:µal security. 
· Freedom in the United States is based 
upon the nation's Constitution, yet the · 
Bush administratiOri has trampled upon 
those very rights. 
Bush's war on terrorism-supposedly 
being waged to protect our freedom - · 
degrades that freedom by dismissing basic 
rights. 
The secrecy with which the government 
has conducted itself during the past year 
threatens the very democracy that our 
country is fighting to protect. As Judge 
Damon J. Keith stated in a decision declar-
ing that the government must hold deporta-
tion hearings in public: ''A government 
operating in the shadow of. secrecy stands 
in complete opposition to the society envi-
sioned by the framers of our Constitution." 
Now that a federal appeals court has 
ruled that the government cannot privately 
co:nduct hearings without goo,d reason, and 
another court ruled that the government 
must release the names of detainees, hope-
.:fully the Bush administration will begin to 
r·espe~t every citizen's Constitutfonat. rights 
again. · 
As Ol.lr country wages a war to protect 
· our freedom; our government should do all 
it .can to protect individual freedoms, ~ 
;regardle'ss ·9f the person's ethnicity. If .a 
· govern:o:ient that calls itself a democracy 
ignores those freedoms, t.hen it undermines 
the integrity of our nation; · 
.·"Be still when you have nothing to say; when genuine passion 
_moves you, say what-you've got to say, and say it · hot." 
-D. H. lAWRENCE 
Pena actions embarrass student body 
I am writing in response to "SGA president 
arrested" written by Krista Zilizi that ran on Sept. 3. As 
a member ofUCF student government and as someone 
who has run for the position Marco Peiia holds, I am 
saddened by SGA President Marco Pena's behavior. 
Because of these actions. I feel Mr. Peiia should resign. 
He should resign as student body presjdent not 
because he was drinking and· enjoying himself at his 
fraternity house. but because it is alleged that Mr. Peiia 
attempted to persuadeofficers that his power and con-
nections would override their legal authority to enforce 
the laws of the state of Florida. 
Certainly he is allowed to drink alcoholic bever-
ages if he chooses. But. as student body president and 
Furthermore, we must remember that the cqver 
of The Central Rorido Future is not only seen by UCF stu-
dents, but by the community as well. What an opinion 
they must have of our student body when its elected 
leader's -drunken mug shot appears at the top. In my 
opinion. our alumni's degrees and our future ones just 
became a little less valuable. 
This letter is not an easy one to write. On a per-
sonal level. I think Marco is pretty much a good guy -
with ·honorable intentions. However. conduct like this 
is unbecoming of an elected official. especially one who 
represents students at Central Florida's fiagship univer-
sity. 
The students of UCF deserve better than such 
trustee of UCF. he has a moral responsibility to repre- behavior. which is why Marco Peiia should resign as 
sent the university in a way that refiects positively student body president. 
upon the student body, the administration and alum-
ni. As a person with a considerable amount of power ~ 
at the university. he has a duty to maintain a higher 
ethical and moral standard. 
-ANTHONY TSONIS 
Senator, College of 
Health and Public Affairs 
Sec~nd student who passed away deserves equal tribute 
It is unfortunate that is too late for this ne\lvs-
paper to demonstrate its concern of value to human 
life. in all its capacity, in all its uniqueness for two indi-
viduals. I see only two front-page articles in the Aug. 
29 issue. one about politics. another about one of the 
precious lives lost last week. Is there an invisible third? 
Does Pinkal P'atel not deserve a front-page arti-
cle - or even an article at all? There is no dividing line 
between the value of human life. There are friends and 
family who are mourning for both losses. and yet Jhere 
is no highlight. no memorandum for Pinkal P'atel. 
Was he lost in the shuffle? Was he just average? 
Is it beaiuse of sports. popularity, money? I find it to 
be insulting to the memory of Pirikal P'atel-whom I 
cfo not even know-making only a mere mention in 
this article of him. 
Was his life.that b~ of an enigma or just-not 
worth anyone's time and effort to find out his great 
accomplishments and characteristics? It is self-evident 
that any loss of life impacts everyone in some way. U~F 
has lost two students-shouldn't we honor both 
equally? 
-BRYCE JACKsON 
Editors note: The Central Flon'da planned to nm o tribute story in memory of UCF student Pinko/ Patel who passed away in a 
car accident two weeks ago. The Pote/ family asked The Future not to nm a story and we honored their request 
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Not that I wasn't rebellious. I chal-
lenged and disobeyed my.parents in ways 
my sister never considered. I just did it 
quietly. -
We have clinical terms for such 
behavior now, but that w~s a simpler 
time. Before we could choose from a 
broad menu of "issues" to define our q.ys-
fufictiQns. 
. Call it maturity. Call it mental health. 
But the times finally changed, and so did 
Squeaky wheeis rule. L ' 
_ I'm_not talking about obnoxious-, irra- Today, I embrace the joy of communi-
tional, bullying blow:tiards. Rather, the cation. 
persistent, little-engine-that-could· Recently; I did some online shopping 
squeakers w~o refuse to be silenced by and received an email the next day telling 
the first hint of resistance. - me they had a prot>lem processing my 
My younger sister provided rriy first credit card. The customer service depart-
exposure to the squeaky wheel phenome- ment gave· me three complicated options 
non. We had several years and seemingly regarding how I could re-solve the prob-
a world of differences between us. lem-the operative_ word being "I." 
She was a squeaker and I was a clam. Certain that the account was open 
When · she 'experienced a situation and there was not one dollar on my card, 
she didn't like, she yelled, she cried, she - ·I deduced the problem likely existed with 
argued, she ran. Put me in the same situ- them. 
ation, and I clammed up. While she vent- I called customer service and' asked 
ed at every opportunity; I beat a silent, them to try the card again. Th~ir repre-
sentativ~ _gave me three opportunities to 
throw fa th.e towel, delay my order and 
follow their suggestions. f 
.I squeaked instead. 
On our fourtn·round, voila. She real-· 
ized the company. had the wrong expira-
tion date for my credit card and she 
assured me that she would have my order 
shipped to me that day. 
I had a more. personal and fulfilling 
squeaky wheel experience the day. l ran 
into a guy that stood me. up for a date. _ 
This wasn't an "I'll be at your· place 
at 8 p.m." no-show. It was a "Why don't 
you ditch your homework, pack your dog 
in the car, drive to the park and stand 
around looking for m~" no-show. 
Even tho.ugh he left a message hours 
after I returned home saying he couldn't 
make it because he was .. 'uh, busy," I was 
curiously unfulfilled by his explanation. 
Sheer momentum almost propelled 
me past him when we unexpectedly met 
again. But when he tossed off a too-casu-
al comment, I stopped . 
Little did he know he had just chal-
lenged me to a significant moment in my 
personal growth-my first public sc·ene. 
As far as scenes go, it was tame. I 
didn't yell. I didn't call him names. I sim-
ply stood my ground and called him on his 
inconsideration. 
This did not make him happy. His lips 
got thin and his eyes got squinty. He sug-
gested we take it. outside, away from his 
group of. friends who now had a front-row 
seat to our conversation. 
Figuratively stomping my foot I 
declared, ''I will not make this convenient 
for yoµ" and refused to move. 
He went on the attack. He deflected 
and he justified. He yelled sorry with all 
the sincerity of a 1-900 evangelist' as if his 
volume imd repetition could make it true. 
I didn't buy jt and I told him so. 
Instead of stewing about it in silence, 
just complaining to my friends or letting 
my flight impulse steer me away from an . 
awkward conversation, 'I told him what I 
thought. 
The clam squeaked and all was right 
with the world. 
Columnist Cathleen Crane can be 
· reached at ccrane@ucffuture.com 
· Protecting ArrieriCans' privacy at all costs· 
...__ . . 
-HORSE WITH NO NAME 
JOEY MYERS 
STAFF WRITER 
Danielle Duval is the name 
of an 11-yea.N>ld girl that will 
_ help to usher in the long-awaited 
era of Big Brother. 
OK, so perhaps it is not as 
severeas Iworryitto be, but it's-
not far off. You see, Danielle's 
parents haye decided to let her 
become a gllinea pig in an exper-
iment designed to protect chil-
dren from being abducted. 
A robotics scientist near 
London is developing the 
microchlp that he will implant in· 
either Danielle's arm or stom· 
ach. 
This microchip will serve as 
a tracking device- in case 
Danielle is ever kidnapped, her 
parents would have the power to 
locate' and recover her right 
away. 
Now, as kidnappings have 
suddenly jumped to the front 
page of America and the rest of 
the world, parents everywhere 
have become obsessed with the 
notion that an abductor will 
claim the life of their · children 
next. 
Despite the fact that kidnap-
ping rates have decreased in the 
natfon over the last several 
years, children B!e more likely to 
die falling off a bicycle than at 
the hands of a child abductor, 
parents are .still scrambling for 
ways to safeguard their children 
against kidnappers. 
While soc~ety has long toyed 
with the paranoid theories of 
what could happen if . govern-
ment was given the power and 
the means to · track person's 
every move, suddenly the para-
noid theories are becoming 
uncomfortably close to reality. 
The very idea of having a 
child fitted for tracltjng devices 
scares me more than a child 
abductor could. 
While the ideas of tracking 
down criminals or diverting mur-
der~rs are plausible, the notion 
of losing the right to privacy is 
certainly not. 
Tracking devices may start 
with small children. Then, as 
generations continue on, those 
small children will grow up and 
become college students who 
Letters to the Editor 
((JNrJNUfD from 8 
Wiii Saddam attack, Americans should bet on It 
I am writing -in response to the editorial 
"Attack on Iraq gambles lives, allies and Ar'n~rica's 
mission" that ran on Sept. 3. There is no question 
that Saddam Hussein is a murderous brute. Re has 
started two wars. gassed Kurdish children. fi~ Scud 
missiles at Israeli civilians and killed and tortured 
thousands of his own people-including his son-in-
law. 
According to defectors. Saddam has highly 
paid scientists working on biological. chemical. and 
nuclear weapons. Does anyone believe the man is 
not capable of handing over deadly germs to Al-
Qaeda operatives? 
Still, we hear the bleats of skepticism about 
Saddam's intentions and capabilities. This same 
drumbeat was heard 65 years ago in Germa.ny itself. 
It was in the late 1930s that journalists began 
reporting on the murde!ous intentions of Adolph 
Hitler. 
Saddam Hussein is not nearly as powerful as ~ 
Hitler was, but his mindset is similar. He hates the 
Jews, hates the decadent West. hates just about 
everyone, Yet millions clam-orfor more evidence that 
Saddam ·is a danger. 
U.S. intelligence rightly concludes that it is 
just a matter of time before Saddam finds a delivery 
system for whatever weapons he is able to develop. 
Even if America's- Allies have doubts about the wis· 
dom of America's Saddam policy. they should give 
the United States the benefit of the doubt. 
Don't they owe America that much ahe( all it 
has done for them? It is extremely disturbing to me 
that so many people all over the world are willing to 
play Russian roulette with the likes of Saddam 
Hussein. They are comfortable betting that this mad-
man might not strike. This is cowardly and unac· 
ceptable after 3.000 American civilians were killed 
last September. 
- COll/N H. BRUCE 
·will still be monitored by nosy par-
-ents who won't grant their children 
the freedotn and privacy- they 
deserve. 
Those college students will 
become adults who can still be 
monitored by employers and law 
enforcement. 
Privacy ceases to exist when 
these kind of policies exist. 
I urge every citizen, who wants 
fo hang ~n to the privacy they are 
guaranteed J:>y the Constitution, to 
avoid the microchips, avoid the f~­
gerprints . . 
· Wait, they already do that at 
UCF. _ 
Maybe we are already well on 
our way. Perhaps things are 
already in motion. 
Columnist Cathleen Crane can be 
reached at ccrane@ucffuture.com 
Something 
·to prove 
Cut_ by Arizona State, 
Ashkinaz sees his chance 
at redemption Saturday 
CHRIS BERNHARDT 
STAFF WRITER 
When the television broadcast 
runs through the UCF starting lineup, 
you might not recognize the name 
David Ashkinaz. Bad enough he's an 
offensive lineman, the least glamorized 
position in all of sports, but he's new to 
UCF at that. When he lines up against 
Arizona State on Saturday, their fans 
probably won't know him either. But -
they should. 
'lI played JUCO in 1999, they went 
1-9 and my coaching staff got fired so I 
left. I went to Arizona State as a walk-
PL~SE SEE Ashkinaz ·oN 12 
JOE l<ALEITA I CFF 
Offensiv:e guard David Ashkinaz (51) transferred 
from De Anza Community College last spring., 
-~Knights {ravel ff:J Ti!mf}e 
;·~··< .. ;.4~ ,.,, ~-· tojitay .tJHzona State . 
. · # 
= -~ · 
CHRIS B EllNHA.RDT 
"'STAFF WRITER --;. . 
Fbi' the past mopth, UCF has end.bred <\ay after .d.ay 
of i)mctice iP. brutal summ~r conditions. The smr'has . 
-·beeir-blazing; the humidity fias been thick; sweafltas 
soaked sbirls and water hassoakecl;heads; . ." 
Now this weekend they play~ 1\rizona State in 
Temi>e, ArizH . .where it'~ even hott!'r~ · , · _ 
.• Tempe's forecast for Saturday; lists the tempera..; 
ture at 104 degree~: Meanwhile in drlando it will be j-gst 
a balmy 88 degrees. _ ~ • 
But the heat is on UCV in other ways too. A week 
after opening the season with another nearniiss at Penn~ 
State, the Gold~n Knights aga1n have a ~~ce. to score 
a huge win against a Pac-10 team. - · 
Though they won't have the histocy and aura of Joe ~ , 
Paterno to work agafust this game, it may.not~ much 
easier. After getting trounced by Nebraska 4&10 in their 
. se.asQn opener, the ~ Devils ~e. home.and ~ 
~- - -~~':..-
PLEASE SEE H"ea.t'.00-13 
JOE l<ALEITA I CFF 
Freshman kicker Matt Prater hit three of his four field-g~al attempts in his debut at Penn State. He hit from 26, 32 and 53 yards out and record.ed two touch backs. 
Little guy, big leg· 
Freshman kicker Matt Prater was 
- -
highlight of Penn State loss 
KRISTY ~lfONKA 
STAFF WRITER 
·Seven, days after his 18th birth-
day Matt Prater received the gift he 
came.to UCF hoping to get: the job as 
starting kicker for the Golden 
Knights' ,football te_all!. 
The day was Aug. 17, UCF's first 
scrimmage. . 
Prater ca:m,e into preseason camp 
fighting redshirt freshman Ryan Feely 
for the starter's role. In that scrim-
mage Prater nailed three field goals, 
while Feely missed his attempts. UCF 
Coach Mike Kruczek promptly named 
Prater his kicker and he has not been 
disappointed. 
In his fir.st collegiate game 
Saturday against Penn State,. Prater 
hit three field goals, including one ~ 
from 53 yards. 
"He lived up to my expectations 
of what he could do and, actually, then 
some," said Kruczek. 
At' one of UCF's 5 a.m. practices 
last week Kruczek saw Prater strug-
gling to ·make _field goals from the 
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JOE l<ALEITA I CFF 
Prater struggled to get his onside kicks to bounce in the Golden Knights' direction. 
Prater made the 
third-longest ldck 
in UCF's history 
FROM PAGE 10 we get inside of the 50-yard 
line. To go ahead a~d still go 
right hatch mark. After that for it because we have a kid 
Kruczek had his kicker that can still get three 
practicing from his weak points on the board for us," 
side and it must hav-e paid he said. 
off. Prater's 53-yarder, the Prater's leg strength 
third-longest in UCF history, also helps the Knights out 
was from the right hatch on kic~offs. At Estero High 
mark. School he put 84 percent of 
Saturday ·wasn't all his kickoffs in the end zone. 
glory for the freshman. He On Saturday Prater record-
had his fourth field-goal ed touchbacks on two of his 
att~mpt blocked and his two four · kickoffs, including one 
<: onside kicks in the fourth through the back ·of the end 
quarter .went straight to zone after he nailed the 53-
Penn State players. yarder. 
Prater _ was already at "He's got the leg 
work Monday on his onside ·strength, you saw him on 
kicks. He said special teams kickoffs. _ What a phenome- · 
coordinator Charles Huff is nal job he did on that. Into 
letting him kick from the the wind he kicked it to the · 
right hatch to the left hatch, goal line," said Kruczek. 
a change from Saturday. Prater said it's all about -
Prater said the switch will practice. 
make it easier for him to aim "I always practice kick-
the ball because he will be ing irito the wind, so I get 
kicking to a bigger area. used to it," he said. "Then in 
Even with onside kicks the game when I kick with 
as a question mark, Prater the wind I hav:e the advan-
represents a serious off en- · tage." · 
sive weapon. While Prater seems to 
"That's gratifying to be an enigrria to Kruczek, he 
know that we have a weapon will keep his coach happy as 
that once we penetrate long as he keeps makillg 
down inside that 40-yard field goals. 
line that we have an oppor- "He's a dynamite little 
tunity to knock that thing guy, very quiet,~· said 
through," said Kruczek. Kruczek. "Always looks · 
Offensive coordinator uptight ·about things but 
~ ~ Robert . McFarland added maybe that's the way he 
that Prater's leg gives the focuses and does things. I'm 
offense more options. just excited to have a guy on 
"I think he opens things - the football team that can do 
up for us offensively. To those things in the kicking 
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·"I placed 2nd in 
the last 5K, my 
moustache came 
in 1st!" 
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Ashkirtaz warns play€rs-about Teffipe 's~ heat· 
'1 
FROM PAGE 10 
on for spring and got cut, 1' said Ashkinaz. 
So to Ashkinaz, UCF's starting left 
guard, this game means a little more than 
getting the Golden Knights' first victory 
and a major win over a Pac-10 team. For 
him, it's also about proving it was the Sun 
Devils and not him that was the problem. 
Last week's game at Penn State was 
the first I-A game of Ashkinaz's collegiate 
career. He played the prior two years at 
De Anza Community College in his native 
· California and put together an impressive 
JUCO career. He was a JC GridWire All-
American, a first-team Coast Conference 
player, and voted the team's offensive 
MVP. Considering the ·position he plays, 
such honors are outstandillg. 
"When we recruited David we 
watched him on tape and we saw a guy 
that every play ran to the football. Every 
play blocked his man to the whistle. Every 
play just gave full effort," said UCF offen-
sive coordinator Robert McFarland. 
UCF saw the burley 6-foot-4, 300 
pounder as a perfect replacement for the 
departed Willie Comerford. He enrolled in 
. the spring and· immediately took part in 
· spring drills, quickly securing the starting 
spot. 
JOE KALEITA I CFF But he could easily be on the other 
side this Saturday had he gotten what he 
considers a fair shake from then Arizona 
Ashkinaz (51 ), a California native, said he will have 10-12 friends and relatives watching UCF play Arizona State at Sun Devil Stadium on Saturday. 
State head coach Bruce Snyder. about 10-12 friends and family on hand at 
"I wasn't dealt in the right way by Sun D~vil Stadium cheering him on, 
Snyder," said Ashkinaz. "He didn't even including his parents and brother. 
know my name. He didn't · give me a fair He's already trying to use his experi-
chance;" · ence in the Arizona climate to prepare his 
Being from the West Coast, the trip to teammates. Many are from Florida and 
Arizona won't feel nearly so long as it will having worked all summer feel they'll be 
to most of his teammates. It · won't seem ready for the Arizona heat. But Ashkinaz 
like much of a road gaµie either. He'll have warns it's a little different in Tempe. 
-o -. 
"These guys don't understand that. 
Florida is hot I know, I've been here dur-
ing camp and it's hot. But over there it's 
hotter," said Ashkinaz. "It's not as humid 
but it is temperature-wise hot and -it's 
dry." 
ing staff under Dirk Koetter, helping UCF 
come out of Tempe with a win would be • 
extra rewarding. 
"I'm not going to go there and say 
'you guys were wrong, you guys should • 
have kept me,"' said Ashkinaz. "But still-
With Snyder gone, Arizona State did 
try to recruit Ashkinaz last spring. But 
despite no ill will towards the new coach-
to go back there and prove to myself that 
it wasn't I wasn't good enough, it was just 
a bad deal:" 
I. I 
' r 
ant to attend UCF's third away game. 
:You and a friend could win a trip to the. 
UCF vs Marshall football game.* 
> 
Trip includes FREE bus rid~, 
E hotel stay, FREE ticket to 
\ - . 
~ the game and other giveaways 
such as T-shirts, food ·. 
and tailgate party. 
Buses leave Sept. 18 for 
the game Friday night. · 
Come by the SQA tent on Aug. ~2 in front of 
the Student Union or stop by SU 214 to entei. 
* Wi?:tner and guest must be UCF students. • 
,, 
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Heat and .time change 
could affect UCF's play 
FROM PAGE 10 "This kid Suggs is the real 
deal. He is. absolutely lightning 
ished I-AA lainb Eastern up the field," said Kruczek. 
·Washington 38-2 last weekend. Nebraska, with a heavily 
· That win ended a six-gariie los- i:un-Oriented offense, had .283 · 
· ing streak, the longest in school · yards rushing on Al;izona 
history. State. But Eastern Washington 
The Arizona State offense was held to negative-13 yards. 
won't be a great match-up for Which run defense shows up · 
the UCF defense. Last week against Alex Haynes and coin-
-'1 Perni State exposed the QQlden pany could determine the out-
Knights' run defense, ch~wing come of the game. 
up 153 yards on the ground. In What will be interesting to 
,
1 
particular UCF had difficulties see is how Arizona State 
containing the Nittany Lions' -matches up with UCF's vaurit-
mobile quarterbaek Zack Mills. ed. passing attack. The Sun 
The Golden Knight's will face Devils pass defense has -yet to 
'• another speedy, though inexpe- be truly challenged and they 
rienced signal caller in Chad have a yery young secondary. 
Christensen. · Sophomore free safety Jason 
"They've got a young quar- Shivers is the standout of the 
terback., I'm sure (ASU Coach group, leading the team with 89" 
Dirk Koetter is) not running tackles as a tnie freshman last 
anything near what he would year. 
like to run only because of the Arizona State does pos-
inexperience of the qU.arter:- sess one of the stronge~t spe-
back," said UCF Coach Mike ._ cial team units in the Pao-10. 
I\ruczek. "Christensen is going Puriter Brian Biang and place 
t<l be a fine quarterback, it's kicker Mike Barth are both·sen-
just that he's a freshman." iors with solid legs. But they 
The - Sun Devils are also lost Tom Pace, one of the 'best 
deep at the tailback position, kick returners in the country. 
possessing two quality runners Sophomore Daryl Lightfoot and 
in junior Mike Williams and redshlrt freshman Hakim Hill 
redshirt freshman Cornell have taken his place and have 
Candidate: The 6-foot Williams done a good job so far. 
brings a little more of a power The intangible factor Will 
. gam~ to the starting lineup. The be UCF adjusting to a two-liour 
speedy 5-foot-9 Oandidate, time difference and-playing in a 
• brother of the St. Louis Ram's hostile ·environment. Mental 
,.. running back TrungCandidate, miscues _)1µrt '· the Knights 
· brings a change of pace off the against Penn State and UCF 
--. bench. hopes the late start time will 
Junior Shaun McDonald is give them ample ·time to get 
a talented receiver who caught acclimated to the change. , ., 
47 passes for 1104 yards and 10 "If it was a day gahi.e it 
touchdowns last season. He would effect us. It's a ·night 
only has seven r~ceptions game and it allows us time to 
J;Jlrougt .thi.s~ &~8$~_...first two :adjust," said left guard David 
-, 
gam~s, but hsi~ll definiteJy have Ashkin~, a California native . 
. to be accounted for. . 'We're· going to be there for 
Defensively they'll provide · almost 18 hours before we play 
a different look than -:Penn the game. We're going to get 
State. The Sun Devils installed three or four meals iii us. We're 
a 4-2-5 defense last year and goirigto get some sleep." 
the team struggied, giving up Containing Christensen 
almost 400 yards in total . and minimizing miscues v.till be 
defense. But led by talented key. If they can do that and beat . 
defensive end Terrell Suggs, t
8
htea. th.ee .._.at, t1_h~.y,~ ~at.~ o~~-· they've shown definite improve- . · 
ment. · UCF 24, Arizona State 20 
FROM mE SPORTS DESK _ 
Portland blanks men's soccer 
KRISTY SHONKA th1inderstorms. Cieslak scored 
STAFF WRITER her goal at the 21-minute mark. 
UCF only allowed 13 shots 
After tying, seventh-ranked in two games and goalie 
·• Portland on Saturday, UCF fell Jessica Kuhlman recorded two 
to 15th-ranked Portland_ 3-0 on _ 'shutouts,· earning defensive 
Monday in the final game .of the - MVP honors.' UCF freshman · 
) 'Nike Portland Invitational. . · Jennifer Montgomery earned 
Nate Jaqua· scored two offensive MVP honors. She had . 
goals and Heath Pierce added a two goals and an assist in the 
third for Portland. tournament. UCF had four 
._ Ryan Mcintosh :uiade nine ·_. other.players on the all-tourna-
saves for UCF ,ment team:· Courtney Baines, · 
The Knights head to the J~kie VanLooven, . JoAna 
College ·of Charleston for the ·Black and Cieslak. 
) Nike Soccer Classic where they UCF's _next game is 8 p.m. 
will face The Citadel on Friday at home against Florida 
Saturday. International. 
)' 
Women's soccer earns 
second shutout 
Senior Nicole Cieslak 
11 scores her second goal in as 
many games, leading UCF to a 
1-0 victory over Georg~ 
,, Washington at the UCF 
Invitational. 
The game ended with 1:07 
1 left on the clock because of 
-Linebacker Savarris 
Brown dismissed 
UCF middle linebacker 
Savarris Brown will riot rejoin 
the team after being dismissed 
Friday for violating te~ policy, 
UCF Coach Mike Kruczek said, 
He added that outside line-
backer Lemec Bernard will 
make the move inside. 
- .. 
We are the Jiffy Lube Franchise of t~e Year! 
FREE. Gar Wash with 
Oil Changel 
- Just off the corner of · 
University and Goldenrod. 
Open: 
Mon-Fri 1-7-PJD. 
Sat-Sun 1-6 p.m. 
•-::4 Universitv Blvd 
-0 . 
~ g? e c: 
Q) 
~ (§ -0 0 
East Colonial Drive Cl 





JiHV Lube signature oil change 
I • Change oil with 
1.. Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts 
I : • install new oil filter -
~ .. :. ~ - !':;:t-i-- ~. .~ 
, ~ · I • ·check air filter 
· I _ ~ Check wiper blades 
I ·' . • Vacuum interior floors 
I • W~sh exterior 
I windows 
I • Check brake 
I fluid level 
1 _ • Lubricate c_hassis 
1 as required 
• Check & fill transmis-
sion I transaxel fluid 
•Check & fill 
differential f[uid 
• Check & fill power 
steering fluid ,- ,, ·· 
-- •,Check.&-fiff windshield 
washer fluid 
• Check & fill battery 
as required 




Free fluid Refills 
Between Services! I 
I 
I 
Not valid with any other offer. Cash value 1/100th of a cent. Coupon must be presented 
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Golden Opportunity helps students choose . career 
KATHRYN PODOLSKY 
STAFF WRITER 
After graduation, college students 
most likely hope to find a job related to the 
major they have been pursuing. Statistics 
from the National Association of Colle~s 
and Employers show that 64.8 percent. of 
respondents choose a niajor because they 
like the kind of work it will prepare them to 
do. Yet, some graduates do not use their 
major at all. 
· Data that trackS students. once they 
graduate is scarce. Drew Freeland, Senior 
Information Specialist for the UCF Alumni 
Association, said that at this time, it is up to 
alumni to contact the association. Last 
May, the university began collecting data 
after graduation, but Melanie Parker, 
Director of the CRC, said it takes a lot of 
time to sift through all the information. 
UCF graduates not working in a field 
related to their major have varied reasons 
for finding other jobs. 
Emile Gottschlich graduated in 1998 · 
with a degree in psychology. Today she 
works as a real estate ~nt in Orlando, a 
working mother of two, who said she never 
expected to be doing this work 
"After graduation, it took m~ four 
months to find a job that I didn't even real-
ly want," said Gottschlich. "I had some 
offers from my resume that didn't seem to 
have anything to do with psychology. And 
aft.er four years of long, hard studying, they 
offered less than $20,000 a year with few 
benefits." 
One graduate decided to move up the 
career ladder in a field completely unrelat-
ed to his major. 
Schuyler Osborne has a degree in film, 
but today he works as the assistant som-
melier at Emeril's in City Walk at Universal 
Studios. He began as a back waiter and 
moved up the ranks to the position.he now 
:ti.olds. 
"I'm not where I thought I would be at 
this time, but I'm still hopeful," said 
Schuyler. 
Students who realize early on that 
they require graduate studies to fully real-
ize their potential may work in completely 
unrelated fields while completing their 
master's degree. 
Neil Valle received his bachelor's . 
degree in Communicative Disorders this 
past spring. Originally wishing to be pre-
medical, Valle did not like aJot of the class-
es and chose speech-langu~ pathology 
instead. 
"I pretty much always knew that I 
would have to go to grad school for the 
career that I wanted," said Valle. "Once you 
start learning about the profession 
[ speech-langu~ pathology], you find this 
out." 
Imr extra cash, Valle works at Ross 
Department Store in Oviedo 10 to 15 hours 
per week. ''You have to have a flexible job in 
order to go to graduate school," he added. 
"They tell you tliat right up front." 
Parker said that while some graduates 
may not have a job directly related to their 
major, the important question is how relat-
ed is it to your degree. 
Cindy Brouillard, Franchise 
Coordinator for the Honey Baked Ham 
Company in Atlanta, graduated in 1986 
with a degree in political science. Her 
minor in Business Administration corre-
lates with the job she has now; but she said 
her intention had been to go into.law. 
·"My gracies were good, but I was tired 
of colle~ and wanted to ~t into the real 
world and start making some money," said 
Brouillard. 
A new program began this year that 
strives to help. first-year .and transfer stu-
dents begin thinking about their careers 
long before the job search begins. 
Parker said that observations hold 
that UCF students ~nerally do not have a 
good track record for figuring out what 
they want to do early on. The CRC has 
begun a program to combat this. 
"This year we received $60,000 in 
[special] funding to ltJ,unch what is called 
'Golden Opportunities,' which is an inten-




Since Sept. 11, more and 
more UCF students are striving to 
"be all that they can be" by 
enrolling in the Reserve Officer 
Training Corps (ROTC) program. 
· Even though enrollment is 
higher than ever, John Ruzich, 
Professor of Military Science, said 
he doesn't think Sept. 11 is the sole 
cause. "Personally, I think the 
increase is due to better recruiting 
efforts and increased visibility on 
campus," he said. 
Ken Sanderson, UCF's 
Enrollinent Officer, agreed. "Since 
$ept. 11 there has been a notice-
able increase in the number of 
applications,'' he said. "However, 
the increase is predominately stu-
dents who've had·. military experi~ 
ence." 
ROTC college programs 
around the nation are seeing the 
same trend. Nationally, enroll-
ment in Air Force ROTC rose from 
13,900 last year to 17,395 this year, 
according to a study found in The · 
Chronicle of Higher Education. 
There's no proof -that the 
increases are linked to Sept. 11. 
Paul Kotakis, a national 
spokesman for Army ROTC, said 
it's hard to know for sure since 
researchers are still analyzing 
enrollment trends. 
Regardless of whether or not 
Sept. 11 is responsible, student 
interest in the ~OTC program at 
UCF has distinctly increased. 
Currently, there are 150 cadets 
participating in the program. 
In 2000, 14 UCF officers were 
commissioned. In 2002, that num-
ber rose to 21. This is a major 
accomplishment, being that UCF's 
. goal is to commission 16 leaders 
- annually. . 
So why are so many students 
sign,ing up for. ROTC? Well, for 
j SAMANTHA LOLL I CFF 
U~F currently has 150 cadets in the ROTC program. 
starters, qualified students can 
. earn two-year tuition scholar- . 
shiifs. In addition, the ROTC pro-
gram pays for all maµdatory fees, 
. provides $600 for books, and gives 
students $250-$400 a month for 
spending cash. 
Another adVantage for sfu-
derits "'is job security. 100 percent 
of UCF's newly appointed leaders 
are immediately placed · into the 
workforce with an aver~ start-
-fug salary of $37,000 for full-time 
-employment. 
Jose Guandique, a UCF alum-
nus, said that being a member of 
ROTC was also fun ·and exciting.1 inggroups in training events," said 
"I would recommend this program Ruzich. "I only help guide the jun-
to any student who wants to make iors and seniors in tPis training 
friends and have fun while attend- process." 
ing·colle~," he said. UCF cadets also learn adven-
Guandique graduated from ture training, such as water sui'-
UCF in 2000 and is currently a vival, land navigation, rappelling 
Fire Support Officer for the 1- and first-aid skills. Many students 
503rd Air Assault Infantry participate in community service 
Battalion in Korea. He said that activities and leadership intern-
-being a ROTC cadet at UCF pre- ships with military units around 
pared him well. the world. 
"I learned to treat others with All graduates of the UCF 
consideration and honor," he said. - ·ROTC program have a commit- · 
"I also learned to take responsibil- ment to serve in the Army, Army 
ity for my actions and decisions." Reserves, or Army National 
ROTC students train on Guard. Some plan to serve for only 
Mondays, Wednesdays and a few years, while others, like 
Fridays at 6:30 a.m. This consists Howard, intend to make a career 
of a full workout and includes out of the Army. 
push-ups, sit-ups and a run. Said Approximately 10 percent of 
Ted Howard, a graduate student UCF ROTC graduates pursue 
and ROTC cadet, "The physical career opportunities in their aca-
training meets or exceeds that of demic discipline, while only serv-
most collegiate athletic pro- ing part-time in the Army 
grams." Reserves. 
On Tuesdays and Thursdays, No matter what their chosen 
ROTC students attend class. They · profession-, Sanderson believes 
are taught fundamental leader- that ROTC graduates are well pre-
ship ·and military skills. On pared to enter the workforce. 
Thursday afternoons, the cadets "Students gain confidence, self-
attend a lab session. · "Here we _ disCipline and leadership e:xperi-
take all that we've learned in class 'ence-all prerequisites fo~ future 
and put it to practical use,'' said success in both civilian and miji-
Howard. tary careers," he said. 
Howard, like many · other ''What makes our junior Army 
cadets, joined ROTC with the Officers so attractive to the corpo-
intent to become a commissioned rate world,'' he added, "are their 
officer in the Army. He said ROTC learned skills in decision making, 
has helped him gain useful leader- computer application, effective 
ship and mentoring skills. commu.aication, work ethic, and 
There's a reason ROTC ·pro- independent operation." 
grams stress l~adership. UCF's ROTC program is 
"Leaders are seldom born with. the nationally rated in the top 15 per-
innate qualities that inspire others cent of all programs. As the pro-
to follow them," said Sanderson. gram continues to grow; so do the 
"Instead, under the guidance- of expectations of ROTC professors 
professionals, they learn how to and recruiters. 
lead." ''We are in the business of 
Leadership i& taught _through training and developing the lead-
hands-on experience. "The cadets ers of tomorrow; today;" said 













.FROM PAGE 14 will be launching the first ever ticipate in an online assessment 
"major!s fair" in Spring 2003, of their strengths and get first-
sive, seamless career develop- showcasing academic pro- hand information from people 
ment program to help first-year grams. in that field." · 
students choose the academic Another outcome from Parker said the CRC also 
programs that will fit them," funding will be an alumni men- . hopes to reach students as soon 
said Parker. toring program. Students- will as they are accepted into col-
While the program is have access online to alumni lege. ' 
geared toward students enter- who have graduated with a par- 'We want to capitalize on 
ing the university; it will be ticular degree. that 'pre-campus' excitement, 
available for any student · "Students can · informally the excitement of being accept-
unsure of the academic path to network with alumni," said ed into college in order to get a 
take. Parker said there will be Parker. "We hope to formalize better job," said Parker. 
programs that feature corpo- this and have alumni be 'formal' Stacey 'Ibmko graduated 
rate speakers, and . that CRC mentors. Students can also par- Aug. 3, 2002 with a degree in 
Lifestyles • lS 
psychology and works at the 
Orlando Ale House while she 
tries to find a jo"Q. 
"I don't know that I had 
any expectations going in to col-
.lege," ·said Tumko. "I thought 
with a degree I'd be able to get a 
good job. The jobs I've looked 
into want a degree plus two · 
years experienee." 
Added 'Ibmko, "I think the 
[CRC] program will be great for 
guidance, for someone to talk 
to, b~use no one really coor-
dinated my college experien~." 
Boxing • Cycling Classes • Yoga • Extensive Group Fitness Program • Kid's Klub- Baby _Sitting* 
State-Of The-Art Equipment 
Personal Training* • Free Weight Center • And much more! 
WATERFORD LAKES ·TOWN CENTER 
. Cal I (4o7) 380-1526 
. 7 49 N. Alafaya Trail 
. ,.. 
. Ask about our student specials! 
~-----------~------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------
! -~-~--- -FliEi--CLASSES---., 
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CHUCK SHEPHERD 
UNNERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE 
Inexplicable 
• In Wmnipeg, Manitoba, in July, David 
Dauphinee, 52, and his brother Daniel, 51, 
both retired senior members of the Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police, were convicted of 
bombarding local poli~e officers with oranges · 
and onions while standing on a 19th-floor bal-
cony, while the-local officers were investigating 
a break-in on a ground floor nearby. The -
brothers have had other recent confrontations 
with law-enforcement officers, and David's ex-
wife Debbie described the men as "dumb and 
dumber." 
• Ex-lawyer Mitchell Rothken, 44, is serv-
ing a three-to-nine-year prison sentence in 
New York in connection with an embezzlement 
scheme, which he told a judge in February he 
concocted to win the favor of stripper 
Kimberly Barbieri, with whom he was utterly 
obsessed. In an August interview in New York 
magazine, Rotbken said that although his 
secret, four-year bond with the dancer ulti-
mately cost him his 21-year marriage, his 
three· sons, his real-estate law practice, and 
more than $1 million in gifts, Barbieri and he 
never actually consummated the relationship. 
People different from us 
In May in Brisbane, Australia, suspend-
ed police officer James Arthur Marin~r, 42, 
was set for trial on charges that over a 
seven-year period,· under the guise of helping 
people qualify for the .police force, he solicit-
ed pubic hair, blood and urine samples and 
mouth swabs from people for his own gratifi-
cation. Other victims claimed that Mariner 
got them to make a sex video (allegedly for 
police training), and another said Mariner 
put a wrestler's "headlock" on her. 
Least competent criminals 
Unfamiliar With the System: Andrew 
Cameron was arrested in August and 
charged with stealing Jacqueline Boanson's 
debit card in Cheltenham, England. Cameron 
had used the card to place a horse-racing 
bet, and the horse won, but since he could 
not collect without a photo ID that matched 
the debit card name, the winnings (about 
$495) were automatically transferred to 
Boanson's account. 
Thinning the herd . 
A< 40-year-old man, finishing off the last 
of his champagne on an apartment-house 
rooftop, climbed down a ledge as a shortcut 
to go get another bottle but fell and was 
fatally impaled on a fence (Chicago, June). 
And an 18-year-old high school student, 
attempting to prove that heroin is not addic-
tive, overdosed and died on his first-ever 
experience (his impressions of which he had 
just begun to chronicle on his computer 
before he passed out) (Fort Worth, Texas, 
May). 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Pipe root 
6 Short hairdos 
10 As well 
14 Hawaiian island 
15 African 
succulent 
16 Light gas 
17 Ful!·length 
18 Bonet or Alther 
1 9 Spanker or 
-spinnaker 
20 Advice from 
AAA 
21 Beyond question 
24 Tree in a dish 
26 Gridlock 
27 Wooded hollows 
29 Smile coyly 
33 Buffalo's lake 
35 Pass by 
38 Deli loaf 
39 Last, but not _ 
41 Wonderment 




48 That being the 
case 
.49 Atlanta suburb 
51 Analyze 
syntactically 
53 Dancer de Mille 
56 Mortician's 
vehicle 
59 Splashy dives _ 
63 Urban RRs 
64 Stop up 
65 Tiny amount. 
66 Doctrine 
68 Part of Batman's 
garb 
69 Seth 's son 
70 TV host 
71 Slapstick 
missiles 
72 Auld lang 
follower 
73 Compositions for 
two 
DOWN 
1 Dust-jacket info 
2 Totaled, as a blll 
3 Like Molotov 
cocktails 
4 Sports grp. 
5 Ceremony 




9 Marine catch 





22 Aswan's river 
23 Makes an effort 




31 Scopes out 
32 Makeover. 
33 Shade sources 
34 20 quires 
36 Cobbler's tool 
37 Chick's 
comment 
40 Danee that takes 
two 
43 Leaning Tower 
city 
46 Nursemaids 
. see soluti.ons, 
1aue1e 
47 Humorist Mort 
50 Mountain chains 
52 Took it easy 
54 Pitch black 
55 Squelched 
57 Wihter weather 
possibility 
58 Sen. Kefauver 
59 Cyrillic USSR 
60 Jai follower 
61 Yup's antonym 
62 Emit a beam of 
light 
67 Rhea's cousin 
Local and Long Distance Telephone Service Provider 
J o i n o u r team 
IARN UP TD 
814.DD Hourly! 
la/I Time I Part Time · Paid Training 
Part Time Hours: 
Nights 1·10 PM •· Mid Shitt 12·B:30PM • Night 3·11:00PM 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY . 
full' Time Benefits: 
Holidays, Personal Bays 
Campany Matching 401K 
Business casual attire · Paid Vacation 
Right around the 
corner from-UCf __ 
Job line· 407·313·1391 











310 Park South. 8:30 p.m. 
() 
DJ X-RAY, Tywst, Fun Size 
Headlightz. 9 p.m. 
1' Longwood, Berman, Some 
Othe·~ Life, Leroy Driver 
Lost & Found. 9 p.m. 
.# Tuf Luck 
Handlebar & Grille, 9 p.m. 
Jigsaw Creek, Black Star 
" Morning, Ppen 
. Dante's, 9:30 p.m. 
• Hindu Cowboys, Townsley Slingapour's. 10 p.m. 
DJ Vaugh 
':" The Haven, 10 p.m. 
Loc~I lap-top artists 





310 Park South. 9 p.m. 
" Bongwate·r Taffy, 
lmmedia, The Stop 
Motion, The Sourpuss 
~ Lost & Found, 9 p.m. 
Downstem, Four Years Past 
The Social, doors at 9 p.m. .,. 
Sunny, The Say, 
Amy Steinberg 
Dante's, 9:30 p.m. . .., 
Australian's Nightmare 
Slingapour's, 10 p.m. 
.. 
The·AntiBabes, Raven, 
DJ Martyr, D' Jace, 
The Haven. 10 p.m. 
Hideous Brown, 
Death of Paris 





The Social, doors at 9 p.m. 
Circle of Scorn, 
lndo.rphine, 
Grumpy*, Threeface 
Lost & Found. 9 p.m. 
Princeton's Gruff, 
The Legendary JCs 
Will's Pub, 9 p.m. 
The Smuts, Skeleteen 
Midtown Tavern, 9 p.m~ 
Spunk 
Muldoon's Saloon, 9 p.m. 
Blue Room, 10 p.m. 
Little Jimmy's 
Groove, Open 




Hollywood Beach Brian, 
The Rub, Cutaway, 
One Pump Chump 
Wi,ll's Pub. 6 p.m. 
Legends of Rodeo, 
Jason Ellis 
Back Booth. doors at 7 p.m. 
in local entertainment 
Seer, Tin Thread, DJ Roe, Knaledge, 
Van Gogh's Ear Candance 
The Social. doors at 8 p.m. Tabu.10 p.m. 
. Hospitality Night The Merrill Brothers 
with 0-ROCK Jimmy Buffett's 
The Groove. 9 p.m. Margaritaville. 10 p.m. 
Gargamel!, Spitvalves 
Will's Pub. 9 p.m. Tuesday 
Open mike hosted by 
September 10 
Well Hung Heroes Fred Frap and his 
Holly and Dolly's, 9 p.m. Imaginary Friends 
Gina's on the Water, · 
Kynda 
Reilly's Lantern Pub. 10" p.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
The Silent Treatment, 
Disco and the City Boys, Supervillains, Pipebomb 11 
Mega DJs, DJ Greg G The Club, doors at 8 p.m. 
Palladium I nternatiorial. 
10 p.m. curb 60 
Adobe Gilas, 8 p.m. 
Monday Local songwriters perform 
September 9 "0-Live: Remembering 
9-11 Through Song" 
Alias Clark, The Hot Central Station Bar. 9 p.m. 
Six, Ask Me Later, 
The Harp Project DJ Martyr, Lechter for 
The Social, doors at 7 p.m. "Delirium Tank" 
The Haven. 9 p.m: 
Michael Andrew and 
Swingerhead, DJ Spinman Joseph Martens Duo 
Wally Central Station Bar. 10 p.m. 
CityJazz, doors at 8 p.m. 
Sometimes Sam 
Michael J Duo Loaded Hog, 10 p.m. 
Adobe Gilas. 9 p.m. 
BMF, The Swamburger, 
Stapes Gerard Mitchell 
SKY60. 10 p.m. The Social. doors at 10 p.m. 
DJ Fuego 
AKA Lounge. 10 p.m. Wednesday 
September 11 
Patrick Scott hosts 
an open mike David Rankin Duo 
Will's Pub, 10 p.m. Adobe Gilas. 8 p.m. 
The Post Consumers 
Back Booth. 9 p.m. 
Amy 
Crash and Friends Steinberg 
plays at Lost & Found, 9 p.m. 
Dante's at 
9:30 p.m. Ali Bei 
Friday Markhams. 9 p.m. 
Sept. 6. 
DJ Robert for "Latin Night" 
Club RDDHouse. 10 p.m. 
Xafire, The Moment 
Slingapour's, 10 p.m. 
DJ PK, Steve-0 
The Haven, 10 p.m. 
-COMPILED BY LISA ROMANO 
4603 W'. COLONIAL DRIVE 
( 3 . .5 ft4'ILES W'.EST OF T-4 &- C:OLO.IVZAL .DR . .) 
SUN SEPT 15 
2002 
Aorida Record Collectors 
Association Inc. 
Bring a fellow student' with student ID for free admission. (2 for l adinis-
sion with ~alid Student ID's) 
Free ·Concert bv Orlando's premier Acapella group: 
The Dukes of Harmonv 
·-------------------------~ 
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. COCONIAL LOCATION 
56110 W. COLONIAL DRIVE 
. 407.292.1889 
Colonial Gerner Plaza 
'.e. ;iiffflKh: ·~:}.~:'%7:'.h 
OPTICS DAY 2002 
-September 10, 2002 
11 mto 3 pm 
School ·of OpticslCREOL 
optics presentations! optics toys aoo food! 
Got copies? · 
It's your lucky day. Bring in this ad to receive 
discounted pricing - 3¢ black & white ·copies - off 
campus. 24/7 at Kinko's of Waterford Lakes. 
Waterford Lakes Town Center · 
899 N. Alafaya Trail, Orlando, FL .32828 . 
Tel (407) 658-9518 OPEN 24 HOURS 
Email: usa2393@kinkos.com 
www.kinkos.com k1nko•s$ 
TAP INTO THE NETWORK:· 
]~= Classifications 
s~• 100 HELP WANmJ 450REwL ~ :ii! 200FoRSALE JOO ON CA.MPus b ~ 
5:J~ 250 Alll'OMOTIVE 550 EVENTS (.) if 
300 FOR llENr 600 GREEK LIFE ~a;...i - 325 HOMES 700M1sc 
Offke Telephone Hours ,. 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Office Address 
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160 
Orlando, FL 32817 
lassifieds· 
Thursday September 5, 2002 
H,owJo Pt~ce an Ad · 
By Phone: (407) 447-4555 . 
By Fax: (407) 447-4556 
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com 
In Person: University Court, Suite 160 
(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A) 
3 pm. Fri. for Mon. Issue 
3 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue 
Payment Methods · · ' 
Cash, Check, 
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX 
I!!) 350 ROOMMATES . 750 TRAVEL 400 SBRJllCBS SOOREuGION 407-4§7-4555 • classijieds@IJCf/uture.cOllJ. 
II!DJ HELP WANTED II!DJ HELP WANTED 
Interested in Modeling? 
Visit 
www.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm 
for information on this ~ 
exciting opportunity. 
Valet Parking - Positions starting at 
\,J HaveanAA? .... . . ,··· 
U.S. AIR FORCE Want a career? 
R•O•T•C 
. $9 - $12/hr are available for friendly, 
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT 
AM/PM positions available at upscale 
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and 
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275 
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail. 
AFROTC offers incentives for 
qualified junior and senior 
level cadets enrolled in our 
program. 
Office assistant needed 
for real estate investment company. 
Downtown Orlando. PIT, Flexible hrs. 
Possible incentives and bonuses. 
Incentives include: 
-Up to $3,000 tuition per year 
-$450 for textbooks per year 
-Monthly stipend ($250-$350) 
Fax resume to Banker's Arts 





-Special scholarship programs 
exist for Engineers and Nurses 
-One-year scholarships for 
qualified seniors and graduate 
students 
For a chance to win up to $10,000 
in cash, prizes & scholarships. 
Detail & Products at most college 
bookstores or visit our website @ 
www,outoftheboxbrownies.com 
SMOKERS NEEDED! 
Attractive, thin females who smoke 
needed for national telephone interview 
(not anti-smoking). Selected callers · 
. earn $50. Toll free 888-801-1517, 
~ please leave your name and number 
and your call will be returned. 
. Bartenders Needed 
-- ~ No Experience Necessary 
.., Earn Up To $300 per Day 
866-291-1884 xFL01 
For more Information, call us at 
· 407 823-1247 (UCF-1AIR) 
Applicants Waated to study 
Part IV of The Urantia Book. 
Earn $25,000! For details, 
visit www.eventodaward.com 
$250 A DAY POTENTIAL 
bartending. Training provided. 
1-800-293-3985 ext 100 
Fraternities • Sororities 
Clubs • Student Groups 
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour 
fundraising event. Our programs make fundraising easy-with no risks. 
Fundraising dates are filling quickly so get with the program! It wor[<s. G_ontact 
Campus Fundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com 
_PE CLJAN,_6_SM 
c HINA . B STRO 
OPENING SOON IN THE 
: MALL AT MILLENIA 
We're ready to hire the best kitchen & service team in town! If 
you enjoy working with the public and take great pride in 
providing only the finest guest experience-consider joining our 
team! · 




•LINE,-PREP & WOK COOKS-
We can offer you: ·excellent wages ·benefits ·flexible full 
or part time scheduling and more. · 
Also ch~k out www.pfchangs.com 
APPLY IN PERSON Mon-Fri, 1 Oam-6pm at our temporary 
Hiring Office located at Sheraton-Studio City (Kirkman & /-
Drive across from Wet 'n Wild) 1st floor Conference Room. 
Equal opportunity employer. 
• 
II!DJ HELP WANTED 
l>T/FT Opportunity - Primerica 
Financial Services, a subsidiary 
of Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5 
students. High compensation 
potential! Set your own hrs . 
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263. 
TCBV 
The Country's Best Yogurt needs 
PT help. Competitive pay. #1945 
Aloma and Lakemont, Winter Park. 
Please call 407-671-2888 
Valet Parking Attendants Needed 
Locations throughout Orlando area, 
flex schedules, FT/PT avail, 
for great pay and great opp call 
407-971-9131 
Local telephone company 
looking for independent reps 
for Orlando area. Bey our own boss, 
set your own hours & work 
from home. Earn up to 
$2000/mnth Part-time. 
Call 407-277-2176 for more info. 
FEMALE SMOKERS - Attractive, thin 
females who smoke needed for 
confidential phone interview.(not 
anti-smoking). Selected callers earn 
$50. Leave name and number and 
your call will be returned ASAP. 
888-355-0322 Toll Free. 
Earn $500 to $5000 per month 
working from home, campus, or 
anywhere! www.lookrightnow.com or 
call 888-318-8094. Training, bonuses, 
vacations, you name it, we got it. 
No Exp Necessary! 
German Tutoring (Native Speaker) 
Only $15/hr 
Call 407-671-5086 or 407-761-9627 
Ask for Carina! 
JUMP START YOUR EARNINGS. 
Part Time Entrepreneurs Are Making 
Full Time Dollars! Listen to: 
(24hrs recording) (212) 461-2910. 
Then call me at (813) 931 -1526 
for further details. · 
AFTER SCHOOL -
CHILD CARE NEEDED 
Mon-Fri 2:30-6pm (Wed 1 :30- 6pm). 
Downtown Orlando Neighborhood. 
Call 407-521-3114 day or 407-317-9119 
night. $7.50hr + mileage. 
Go Shopping, Eat Out, See A Movie ... 
And Get Paid to Do It! 
Visit www.WorkAtDorm.com 
Graphic Designer Position 
Requirements: strong layout skills, 
proficient in Illustrator, Photoshop 
and Quark. Professional appearance 
and organizational skill a must. 
Part-time tq fulltime position. 
Please fax or email resume to: 
(f) 407-306-9916 
graphics@pureconnection.net 
Make over $1000 we~kly. 
No selling involved! 
$$Phones are ringing off hook$$ 
Guaranteed hrly/comm/bonuses 
Winter Park, 321-207-~988 
Accounting for small business and 
partnerships in Oviedo. Will train. 
6 hrs. per week to fit y9ur schedule. 
$7/hr to start. Call 407-365-3648. 
II!DJ HELP WANTED 
BACK TO SCHOOL WORK 
$10 an hour · 
Base/Appt P!T Flexible around 
classes No Exp. Necessary, Great For 
Students, scholarships, Gust Svc/sales 
conditions apply. Apply ASAP 
407-862-8786 4collegework.com 
Help Wanted: 
Part-Time Work from home. 
Phone sales. Good Pay. 
Call 407-445-3630 
2 Pool Attendants Needed 
(Not Lifeguards) ." PT 2 shifts of 
11 :30 - 3 per wk. Weekends, Sunday 
mornings a must. Call Breeden 
(407) 207-0131 for details 
Waterford Lakes Home. 
2 rooms for rent in 3/2. 
5 min. from campus. W/D Pool, 
tennis & basketball court. All util. 
incl. plus cable. ONLY $500/month. 
Call (407) 382-9036. 
One and Two Bdrm Apts Available 
in Oak Tree Court! 1 year lease, 3 
blocks from UCF. Water,Trash, Pest 
Control Included. Call Amber 
321-229-1426. 3530 N Alafaya Trail 
212 Condos w/in walking distance 
to UCF. 1st and 2nd floor avail. Pool, 
· basketball, volley, tennis, pets ok. 
Quiet. Starting @$725/mo. Call/email: 
Cindy@ LA Realty 407-679-2600 
LAReal61@aol.com 
Available - 1 Bdrm Apts located on 
11600 Mendel Drive, only 3 blocks 
from University. only $450 per 
month! Call 321-229-1426 
NEGOTIABLE RENT 
for a female student looking for part 
,time work as a nanny in eve/wknds. 
Large house 4 mi from UCF, with 
your own room. Call 407-595-5605. 
2 ~ues (1 weekJ: $9 per wk 
8 ~ues ( 4 weeks): · $8 per wk 
24 Issues ( 12 weeks): · $7 per wk 
Boldllig: $1 per wk 
large Headline: $1 per wk 
ChargBs listed above include an ad of 
up to five lines, 35 characters per line. 
$1/wk for each additional line. 
II!IiJ FOR RENT 
2bed/2bath duplex, washer/dryer, 
fenced, private, approx. 1 mile to 
UCF. 1 Ox20 shed in back. Ideal 
for two students. Negotiable. 
(407) 977-1591 or e-mail 
, osb32816@bellsouth.net '. 
APT FOR RENT - 2/2 $650/mo includes 
water, garbage, and local phone with 
voicemail. Walking distance to UCF. 




1 bed/bath avail. in Waterford Lakes 
Home. Less than 10 min. £rom UCF. - c: 
Fast access DSL, All utilities incl. 
Call Liridsay at 
(954) 701-3806 or (407) 273-5486. 
To Sublett: 1 BDRM in large, fully 
furnished; 3 BDRM APT @ Alafaya 
Club Apts. Prov BDRM, 1250 sq ft. 
. BDRM is 14x12, AVAIL NOV 1, 2002. 
UTIL, DSL, Cable inclu in rent. Trash 
p/u at door, will negotiate financial help 
during sublett period. 888-271-5566 
for details. 
For Rent: 2/2 at Hunter!s Reserve. 
$750/month. Vaulted ceilings, W/D, 
gym, pool, tennis courts. 
Only 1 mile from UCF. 
407-275-4203. . 
DD HOMES 
You Can Live Rent Free 
appreciating as fast as a monthly 
mortgage payment... tell your family 
Invest in Qflando ... lt Pays 
· Investors' Mortgage Plan 
3% Downpayment 
Great Rates!! 
® 407-671-3134 lB 
•Resales ... 
• Foreclosures FlorililJ Realty 
•CondosfT·Houses tilf~ 
• Single Family Houses .., 
Craig_Rudolph@Realtor.com 
< 




Grad. student looking for room 
· to rent In house close to UCF · 
w/garage to store new vehicle. -
Very clean, quiet & responsible. 
Call Sam at (407) 709·5098. 
Student Roommates 
Needed In HOUSE. 
5 BDRM house 1 O min from campus. 
Non Smokers only. $400/mo + utll. 
Call Ryan @ 407-243-6684 or Mike . 
@ 813-929-8196 for detalls ... 
mil SERVICES 
HARLYN RECORDING STUDIOS 
will turn you-rmusic ideas Into a retail 
ready CD. Singer/songwriter 
/Producer/Kbds/Arranger/Engineer 
Mastering, Label credits, Affordable! 
www.paulharlyn.com 407-566-0655 
Video Production Services 
EditingNldeography· for events, 
school projects, music videos, etc. 
Call Scott for details 407-362-3427 
E-mail scott@jellomonkey.com 
NATIONAL CREDIT REPAIR® 
CREDIT PROBLEltS1 . 
Legally remove from your credit report: 
Ask about our 110% Money Back Guarantee 
Biii Lavender Cell: (352) 978·1960 
Regional Representative Ofc.: }:.86'6·376·7177 (Toll Free) 
A merica ' s Teeth Whitening Company TM . 
P rofessi onal · 
Teeth Whitening· ~ 
199~ 
Our lowest price ever 1 Save $300 to $600 
Brighter Image provided professional teeth 
whitening to over 5000 clients last year 
alone. It's because our Lab Direct service 
has made Professional Teeth Whitening 
Affordable, Convenient and now it's 
easier than ever to Improve your Image. 
Lab Direct ·NO Office VISIT, 
Call Us Now 1.877.71 .WHITE. 
· .ftntastic Sams 
• 







and lite Blow Orv 
No ap11ointme111 is 
necessarv! 
Ask about other UCF specials 
10691 E. Colonial (Aloma Center West. of Alafaya) · 
( 407) 380-5626 
mil SERVICES 
DRY CLEANED & PRESS 
Pants·Jeans·Shorts Mens or Ladles 
Student Special • $2.00 each Liberty 
Cleaners (407) 677·7100 
10006 University Blvd. & Dean Rd. 
Brl~g this ad & Student ID 
Acting Workshops! 
Study w/ pros who have starred on 
Broadway, TV, and films In NYC, LA, 
· londonl Grad: RADA and LAMDA, 
Stella Adler, etc. Prlv. coaching also. 
Skye Aubre~ 407·788-8916 
Hair Cuttery -10% off for Students 
on all services M-F 9am-3pm 
Hair Cuttery In Suricrest Village on 
Dean and University by Publix. 
Call 407-672-3084 
Frustrated · 
w/ Traditional Therapy? · 
Be your own therapist, and stop 
wasting time and ·money. Recorded 
message 24 hrs. 212-252-6823 
Meningitis Vaccine Cllrilc 
September_ 11, 2002 
11am·5pm SU Peg. Bllrm 
Cost $70.00 w/coupon 
Student Health Services 
407-823-2701 
mJ RETAIL 
H1w111111~lrl1/dre1111, 11n 111r 
and '''rts wear far IQI 11~ 1111 
118 N. Piil l•n • Wlb Piil. R 12181 
401·641·CODY 126391 
_ Friend or spouse's birthday? 
Send a cake to their office! 
DEIJVERED BEAUTIFUIJ.Y GIFr PACKAGED 
WITH NAPKINS, PIATES, FORKS, CANDLES, 
MATCHE.5, KNIFE AND BALLOONS! 
Gotta order the cake? 
L Take the hassle out! Butterer~, chocolate, carrot · cakes, huge pies, clieEsecakes, muffins, t cookies and morel 
mil ON CAMPUS 
Fraternities • Sororities 
Clubs • Student Groups 
i!. Earn $1,000·$2,000 this semester 
--------------~--'"'!"-------, ' with a proven CampusFundralser 
3 hour fundralslng event. 
· 11a1a1a Chiropractic Center 
f' 
~Auto & Sports.Injuries 
~ • Eff eetive & Gentle Chiropr~ctic Manipulati,on 
' -
• ·Mass~ge Therapy Available {MM6063) 
DaVid Iitd~rwie~en: 'D~C. 
~ Graduate of UCF and 
Cleveland. Chiropractic Coltege 
Located in Alaf(lya Commons Cente_r, 
Alataya Trail and-East Colonial Dr ... 
281-0900 
Our programs -make fundralslng 
easy wl th no risks. Fundralslng 
dates are fllllng qulckly, so get 
with the program! It works. 
Contact Campus Fundralser at 
(888) 923·3238, or visit 
www.campusfundralser.com 
JOIN UCF CKI 
Service, Leadership, Fellowship, 
and FREE FOOD (If you're lucky) 
Monday 6pm Student Union Am 220 
For Info email: FLSB506@aol.com 
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mJ RETAIL mJ RETAIL 
bl < , . ro ems.: 
• Fun & Easy Transportation 
• Financing AvaRable 
fZ!I!J MISC 
AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDl.O, 
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES, 
& RECORDING GEAR WANTED-
CASH. Call 407·363·5363. 
• 2yr unlmlted mileage wcmnty 
• 3 models/ 9 colors 
• Map credit cards accepted 
Ptlrl6 • S11la • Serf!ke 
Jet Ski Orlando 
(407) 859-3006 
Recent co11aue 11rad? 
·Not ha11v with vour currant position? 
eat raadv tor vour next Job search with 
• More than 1000 leading companies 
• ~ccess thousands of job listings 
throughout the Internet 
• Navigate all federal, state and local 
government websites - -
• Network with pro.fesslonal 
organizations 
• Learn how to obtain professional 
_licenses & certifications 
• 1 00 job search engines to search 
and post resumes 
Entr1-1eve1, Mld-Prolesslonal, 
UP To High/Pro Executive Positions . 
Attorneys • Management • Administration 
Accountants • Finance• Sales• Teachers 
Computer Programmers • IT P~os 
Networkers • Maintenance.• Mechanics 
. This is Your One-Stop Career Shopl~ 
1 ·wm guarantee your satisfaction! 
There are: 
1. More than-a thousand companies who 
are looking for peo·ple like yourself. 
2. Almost every City, County, Local 
& State Agency. 
3. Almost every Federal Agency. 
4. Well over a hundred Job Search Engines. 
S. Websites to help you throuohout your life. 
Product Information: 
Option "A" Book version only $25 
_ Option "B" Book version & CD-·_ROM $30 
Ordering Information: 
Please fill In your Info below & mall with check or money order. · ' 
YourName=~-------------­
Your:Address: -------------
Larry S. Wa9ner 
P:o. Box 721484, Orlando, FL 32872-1484 
Allow 4-6 weeks for shlpplno. 
Call for Information: 407-797 -16 7 4 





2 0 03 H Y U N DA I Dual _Front ~irbags, Front Side . 
Airbags; Air Conditipning, 6-speaker . . 
.WARRANTY* 
· IOYear/100,000 Mile 
Powertrain Protection, 
5 Year/60,000 Mile 
Bumper-to-Bumper, 
T I B U .R 0 N , Stereo with CD, Power Windows, Door Locks and Heated Mirrors, 
Remote Keyless Entry System with 
Alarm, Cruise ·control, 1_6" Aluminum 
Alloy Wheels with Michelin® Tires. 
I 
5 Year I Unlimited 
Miles 24-hour 
Roadside Assistance 
. $ .15 ' 9· 9 9~ 
THE ALL-NEW TIBURON. CATCH ONE WHILE YOU CAN. 
. . 
At just $15,999, t.he all new Tiburon gives you exhilarating performance. Plus standard -
features like dual front airbags, front side airbags~ air conditioning, 6-speaker stereo with 
. CD, power windows, door locks and heated mirrors, cruise control,_ alloy wheels, and the 
· freedom · of America's Best Warrant(, the Hyundai Advantage~" So take the drive tod_ay. 
Because this is one. car that hates to sit still. 
BOB DANCE 
HYUNDAI LONGWOOD 





4110 W. Colonial Dr. 
407-578-5337 
*See dealer for LIMITED WARRANTY details. **MSRP excludes freight, taxes, title, license and options. Dealer price may vary. Safety belts should always be worn .. 
tThe Supplemental Restraint (airbag) System (SRS) is designe~ to work with the 3-point seatbelt system.The SRS deploys in certain front-end impact ®· HYU·n. DA I 
conditions where significant injury is likely. The SRS _is not a substitute for seatbelts which should be worn at all times. Children under the age of 
13 should be restrained securely in the rear seat NEVER place a rear-facing child seat in the front seat of a vehicle with a passenger-side airbag. D R I V I N G I S B E L I E V I N G 
( ,'> 
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